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AN ESSAY OF AS8TRI010GY.

Tiie Character of the Assyrian Language.

The Assyrian language is that wliich was spoken in

Mesopotamia, on the hanks of the Euphrates and Tigris,

more than 2,000 years before Christ, by a Semitic people

whom we call Assyrians, both on the authority of the Old
Testament and of the Inscriptions. It continued to be a

living language in this district till after the fall of Babylon

(506 B.O.), and even down to the time of the Achsemenian

kings in the second century b.O. The Semitic character of this

language has been disputed by Eenan in his Les Langues
Semitiques,” and also by Hitzig and others. Hitzig derives

the name Sennacherib not from any Semitic language, but

from the Sanskrit, thus:—Sennacherib = o-uv, ‘ with ’ -h Aan
(Sanskrit), ^ Won^ + haha (Sanskrit), ^daring,’ ‘shining’

But why go to Sanskrit and 'Creek to explain the name of

an Assyrian king ? My readers, I doubt not, will agree with

me that it is far more probable that the name is to be ex-

plained by the language of that people over whom he reigned.

It is true that scholars in Assyrian do not thoroughly agree

as to the proper explanation of the name : they are all at

one as to the explanation of the first two parts of the narhe,

but the difficulty lies with the third part. In the extract at

the end of this essay you will find the word Sennacherib

written ideograpbically, and represented by three characters.

The first is the name of the moon-god Sin; the second is the

ideograph for ‘ brother,’ with the sign of the plural number,

and is to he read aji^; and the third is the ideograph in

B
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regard to tlie reading of which the difficulty is. Schrader,

in his Keilinschriften imd das Alte Testament,” reads irih,

from the verb ‘rabu,’ to he greats or Ho increase;’ so that,

according to him, the name means, Sin has indi'eased the

brothers ” Others think of the word mhu, or some such

word, and explain it : Sin, my brothers are come down,

from above.” At any rate, this much is clear, that the key

for explaining the name is to be got from the Assyrian.

Again, Hitzig compares the well-known name the

Sumer of the Inscriptions, with the Sanskrit Sinhaladvtpa*^ and

according to the same commentator, Sardanapalus, whose

Assyrian name is Assurbanipal = Sardana, ‘ the heart ’
-j- pala,

‘ the protector.’ Assurbanipal means “ the god Assur has

begotten a son.” And the Assyrian language, from which

these projoer names are taken, is a Semitic language, and not

an Indian language, as worild be supposed from the explana-

tion of Assyrian names as given by liitzig.

Gesenius in his Grammar (see second English edition, pp. 3,

sqq.) sums up the characteristics of the Semitic languages

under two heads, dealing (1) with the gi-ammatical structure,

and (2) with the lexicography. We shall proceed to apply

his canons to our language, and we shall thus find out how
far we are justified in calling Assyrian a Semitic language.

A.

—

Geammatioal Strugtube.

1. Among the consonants which in general form the pith

and substance of these languages, we find many gutturals of

different gradations.” In Assyrian the letter EHf \ (of. Haupt,

Siimerische Pamiliengesetze,” p. 20) is of five kuids. Dr.

Haupt gives the following examples in proof of his state-

ment :—

\

is the a we find in ^ father ’ (IN)
;

the a in

aldlu^ ‘to go ’ ^ alihu^ ‘ sweet milk

^4 the a in akrdhii^ ‘ scorpion ’
; ^5 in uzalu^ ‘ gazelle

’

(jIja). The student will observe that the initial a in the

Assyrian words is represented by five different gutturals in

the two other Semitic languages I have quoted. or is
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represented by
; osg by H; % by n ; «4 1^7 5 S ^^7 ^

^*•^•5 Ayiu wliich we find in the Hebrew name of the

town Gajja. Gesenins goes on to say that ‘^the yowels

proceed all from the three primary sounds (a, i, u), and serve

to mark more subordinate distinctions/’ The three vowel

sounds are preserved in their original purity in Assyrian:

cf, with mddii^ ‘ much, many hi with ^3, ^ when/

2. “Word-stems generally consisting of three consonants/’

I need hardly prove that this holds true in Assyrian, because

the student can find this to be the case hy simply glancing

through any table of Assyrian words that has as yet been

drawn np. (See, the Syllabary in Sayce’s Grammar.)

Of course there are in it quadriliterals, as in the other Semitic

languages : c/. a verb whose consonants are p.r.sA.^ and

winch means ^ to escape/

^3, “In the Verb only two tense forms, each having a

peculiarly marked-out usage, and a pervading regularity in

the formation of verbals/’ In Assyrian there are only two

tenses, viz., the Imperfect and the Present. The Imperfect

has an aorist signification, and the Present an imperfect,

thus; iMud^ ‘he conquered;’ ikasud^ ‘he conquers/ The
pervading characteristic of the Present is an accented a after

the first radical
;
in ihasvd or ihassud the radicals are h s

Tt&S, and after the first radical we have the vowel a. In

(S^pl25)j ‘he weighs,’ a follows tij ;
so in imddad or imaddadt

‘ he measures.’ In the Imperfect the vowel is generally u,

thus: imdud, ‘h© measured;’ ishul, ‘he weighed;’ ikmdt

‘ he conquered ;
’ but a in ilmad^ ‘ ho learned/

4. In the Noun only two genders, Masculine and

Feminine.” The Assyrian also only knows two genders. Its

feminine in Nouns is generally formed by the addition of

the syllable tu, thus: halbu, ‘a dog;’ kalhatu^ ‘a bitch;’

malikuy ‘ a prince
;

’ malkatu^ ‘ a princess ;
’ hilu^ ‘ a lord ;

’

Ul{i)tUy ‘a lady,’ &c. In Assyrian the neuter gender is

impossible, and is not to be found. The Assyrian Noun has

three vowel endings corresponding to the three primary

vowels, viz., u or iim^ % or ion, a or am. As in Ai'abio we
b2
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have the niination, so in Assyrian we have mimation. I speak

only of the voioel-endings of the Nouns, and not of their

cases, because in Assyrian no fixed rule can be^ given in

regard to the vowel-endings of the cases: e»g., ^the house of

the father ’ may be written either bit dhi, or hitu Sa dhi (not

Uti dhi, because Uti s cstr. state) : rarely Ut sa dhi. The nso

of the particle sa in these examples to express a genitival

relationship corresponds to the nse of the ? in Syriac, in

Aramaic, and H in ^thiopio.

5. ‘‘In the Pronoun the oblique oases indicated by
appended forms The Assyrian has both nominal

and verbal suffixes, {a) Nominal suffixes, e.g., din or dhi-ia,

Le., dhia, ‘my father;’ dhi-ha, ‘thy father;’ dhl-su, ‘his father;’

zirib-ni, ‘our race;’ lihbi-kun (ph), ‘your heart;’ mrri-sunu,

‘ their king.’ (b) The verbal suffixes are

—

Singular 1st Person = •‘anni or -mni

2nd „ = -ha, -aMa, or -ikha.

3rd „ (maso.) = -su.

3rd „ (fern.) = -H,

Plural 1st Person = -‘anncth.

2nd ,,
= kunu, -hunuH.

3rd „ (masc.) = -sun, mnutu, hmUti, or suniiU.

3rd
,,

(fern.) = Hn, sind, &g.

6. “ Scarcely any compounds, either in the Noun (except

many proper names) or in the Verb.” This canon holds

especially true of Assyrian, compounds being largely limited

to the proper names, e.g., Tiglathpileser = Tugulti-apil-esarra

;

Esarhaddon = Assur-ajiu-iddina ; Nebuchadnezzar = Nahijb-

kudurri-usur. There are cases, undoubtedly, of compound
words other than proper names, €,g., asaridu, ‘the chief’ =
asar (construct state of ahm, ‘ a place ’) + idu, ‘ the first,’ so

that asaridu means ‘the first in place or rank.’

7. In proof that Gesenius’s 7th canon, “in the syntax a

simple succession of clauses without much periodic structure

in the sentences,” holds in Assyrian, I need only refer the
student to any of the historical translations in the Assyrian

volumes of the “ Eecords of the Past.”
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B.—The Lexicography.

In Assyrian, as in other Semitic languages, there is a

large foreign element, larger perhaps than in the others,

chiefly on account of the character of the Assyrian people.

In Syriac there are a large number of words borrowed, from

the Greek and Latin; and in -<3Ethiopic, of words borrowed

from the Greek.

1. So in Assyrian we have words borrowed from the non-

Semitic Akkadian language, besides other ancient languages,

the existence of which admits no longer of any doubt. We
are now fully convinced that in the Guneifoi'in inscriptions of

Western Asia we have not only the Assyrian, Akkadian, and
Sumerian languages, but also some others, about which we
can say little at present. Words borrowed from the Akkadian

are the following : ^hallu a palace,’ from the Akka-

dian house’ + gal, ‘great/ i.e., from egal; kanu, ‘ a reed,’

from gen; agarinnu, ‘the mother;’ agu, ‘crown,’ from agd,

and many others.

2. There also exist in Assyrian a number of words which

are either entirely wanting in the other Semitic languages,

or only traces of which can be discovered in them. Examples

of these are the prepositions ana and ina, and the verb

^plsu, ‘ to make.’ A large number of words can have their

meanings fixed only from the syllabaries, as being synonyms

of words whose meaning is aheady known. A most interest-

ing confirmation of this statement can be found in the Rassam

Fragment, quoted by Delitzsch in Lotz’s “ Tiglathpileser,’^

pp. 88 and 89. There, as synonyms of sarru, ‘ a king/ are

given: ma’-li-ku, lu-li-mu, pa-Tok-ku, e- til-In; as

synonyms of IHn, ‘a lord/ we have ri\i and e-mi. In

line 11, as synonym of sarratu^ ‘a queen,’ we have ma-al-ka-tu.

Cf, further II R, plate 31, No. 3, first five words.

3. The greater number of Assyrian words have a close

relationship with the words in Hebrew and Aramaic, jEthiopic

and Arabic. For words to be compared with the Hebrew,
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see the part of this Essay which treats of the ir)fluence of

Assyrian on Hebrew Lexicography.

Aramaic, mdtu^ ‘ land
’ = Nna

T T •

nnuntii, ^the swallow’ = []^caoo]

mutdnu^ ^ plague ’ =
TT T

titurni, Hhe bridge’ T •

ahullu^ ‘ the city-gate
’ = «

Syriac. elippu^ Hhe ship’
. w.

imeru^ Hhe ass’

ahrabu^ ^the scorpion’
% P 7

= |otm

Mdu^ ‘ the demon ’ = l?]i

.^THIOPIO. Usddn, ‘the neck’ = ni^^:

mutu^ ‘the man’

scthu^ Hhe warrior’

Arabic. ‘ firmament ’

sirtu^
^ the female breast

’

simtum, ‘ fate
’

nultum^ ‘ bee
’

These proofs seem to me sufficient to establish my asser-

tion, that the Assyrian is to be classed among the Semitic

languages, as first asserted by the Swede Lowenstern in 1845.

Already in the beginning of the seventeenth century

travellers informed ns of the existence of rare inscriptions

which they had seen in the ruins of Persepolis and in other

places. As drawings of -them were- brought to Europe,

people at once endeavoured to decipher them. But the kind

of writing in the copies, with the wedge as its fundamental

element, was to them perfectly new; and so it happened that

=: 8nA,:

= («/•

==

S'' V.

= hy
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in spite of frequent attempts at deciplierment they remained

for two hundred year’s a dead letter, and it appeared as

if they must always remain so. However, towards the

end of the eighteenth century new copies, easier of access,

came to Europe, and happily the attempt at decipherment

was soon crowned with success. The elder Niebuhr was the

first who published exact copies of tire Persian Cuneiform

inscriptions, and Tychsen, of Rostock, in 1798, rightly con-

jectured that the characters were alphabetical, and were to

be read from left to right. In September, 1802, Georg
Friedrich Grotefend, from the Gymnasium at Hanover, pub-

lished a translation of an old Persian Cuneiform text. He
first of all showed that the Cuneiform writing was a writing

and not an ornament, as might have been supposed. Wliat

distinguished it from all other sorts of writing was the

utter absence of roundness in the characters, which made it

excellently adapted for cutting upon stone. This writing

Grotefend set about deciphering. He took in hand two
small inscriptions in the Persian Cuneiform character. He
had learnt from old authors that the palaces at Persepolis, on

whose ruins these two inscriptions were found, had been

built by Achsemenian kings. Miinter had already happily

guessed that one word which occurred often in the inscrip-

tions was the word for king, and he was right. This same

word happened to occur also in the two inscriptions upon

which Grotefend was engaged. These two were almost

exactly like one another, the difference consisting only in

this, that in the first inscription a group of signs A preceded

the word for hing^ in the second inscrij)tion a group of signs B
preceded

;
and that, further, at the end of the second inscrip-

tion, the group of signs A and the word for king occurred,

while in the fii’st inscription a group of signs C, without the

word for hing^ was at the end. The inscriptions had there-

fore these forms :

—

First inscription

Second inscription .

.

Group of

signs.

A king

B king

Group of

signs.

c —
A Mag
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Grotefend concluded that these groups of signs must be

proper names which stood in genealogical relationship to one

another. A must be the father of B, G the father of A. He
saw that A and B were kings, but that C was ncrt, because

the title was wanting after his name. He then inferred that

A was the founder of a dynasty. He knew the names of

the Achoemenian kings, and his task now was to find out

the names of the kings corresponding to A, B, C. ‘‘ Fully

convinced/’ says Grotefend, “tlaat here two kings of the

Ach^menian dynasty must be sought for, and finding the

history of the Greeks as their contemporaries and narrators

of contemporary events the most reliable, I began at once

to go through the list of kings, and to examine which names
allied themselves most easily to the characters in the inscrip-

tions. They could not be Cyims and Cambyses, because

the two names on the inscriptions did not begin with the

same letter
; nor could they be Gyrus and Artaxerxes, because

the first name, Cyrus, was too short in proportion to the

characters on the inscription, and the name Artaxerxes was
too long. There remained then only the names Darius and
Xerxes, which suited the characters well.” And besides, it

is to be noticed that there was another reason for saying it

could not be Cyrus, viz., the father and son of Cyrus had
the same name, viz., Cambyses, while on the inscriptions

B and G were diiferent. Grotefend thus inferred that A was
Darius. Beginning with the well-known Greek, Hebrew,
and Persian forms of the name, he read :

—

A. D -a-r-h-w- u-soh.

B. Kh-sch-h-a-r-sch-a.

C. V -i-sch-t-a-s-p.

Subsequent investigations have shown that he had read cor-

rectly, except that for h he ought to have read j. In this way
a certain number of letters was ascertained, and the word for

king conld now be read. Grotefend thns laid down the

foundation of the decipherment of the Persian Cuneiform
inscriptions. There now came a period of about thirty years

during which no progress was made in the work which
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Grotefend had begun. In 1836 appeared two worts from the

pens of the French scholar, Eugene Burnonf, and the Bonn
Professor, Christian Lassen, which showed a marked advance
on the v'T)rk of Grotefend. Lassen corrected the results of

his predecessors, and made an alphabetical list of some thirty-

nine characters. Lassen’s work began by acknowledging
that Grotefend had given us an alphabet by means of which
we had been able to recognize the names Darius, Xerxes,

and Plystaspes, and he further acknowledged that by means
of it the word which meant ddng,’ as well as another meaning
^ lands,’ had been read. Tliis was, however, all that had been

done. He then showed that Grotefend’s alphabet was only

partly correct. Distinguishing between what was undoubtedly
correct and what admitted of doubt, he proceeds to say:

As there was no longer any doubt that the names of the

kings had been correctly read, so it was clear that the

value of the letters in the names had been correctly fixed.”

Grotefend failed, however, to advance, in that he assumed
that the old Persian and the Awesta dialects were perfectly

identical, while, in fact, both were distinct from one another,

Lassen saw this mistake, and thus he was able to go further

on in the work than Grotefend. With the help of his more

perfect alphabet he ventured to read and to explain the old

Persian Cuneiform texts.

Just at this time a young English ojBficer, now Sir Henry

Kawlinson, was engaged on the same work. He brought

new materials to light by the discovery of the sculptured

tablets of Hamadan (which he copied), and of the long

Behistun Inscription. Not far from the town of Kermanschah

was a steep mountain called Behistun, about 1,700 feet high,

into the rock of which was cut an inscription of Darius

Hystaspes, consisting of about 400 lines, and which was

abont 300 feet from the ground. The inscription was a little

damaged by the water of a small stream which trickled down

the rocky side of the mountain and over the inscription. To

get at this was no easy task. The indomitable pluck of the

English officer surmounted all difficulties: he not only copied
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it for the jSrst time, between the years 1835 and 1837, but to

the learned officer belongs the honour of having first given

a translation of the same in 1846.

On the Achsemenian inscriptions, side by side*with the

Persian Cuneiform inscriptions, were two others, also in the

Cuneiform characters. Grotefend had expressed the opinion

that these two were translations of the first (the Persian)

into two languages, which at some time had been spoken in

Persia. This proved to be a correct conjecture. It is clear

that the Persian princes would wish their inscriptions to be

read by all their subjects, and hence it was that they

appeared in these three languages. The proper names
which occmTed so frequently in the Persian texts enabled

the decipherer to read the inscriptions that stood at their

side
;

it was found that the large number of wedges which

these two new languages contained was due to the fact that

here were languages which were not written alphabetically,

but syllabically. Each of the characters denoted a syllable,

and not a letter. It was conjectured that the third language

in the group of Achsemenian inscriptions was that of Baby-
lonia and Assyria, and this conjectm’e was right. For just

at this time excavations had been begun in Assyria, and
inscriptions were brought to light, whose writing corres-

ponded exactly with that which was on the old Achsemenian

inscriptions as the third. The site of Niniveh was first

excavated by Botta, and then by Layard (Sir Henry Austin

Layard). Here were now brought forth into the light of

day inscriptions which had been hidden for centuries^—tablets,

cylinders, foundations of temples and palaces, obelisks, &c.

It was now evident that the deciphering of these would only

be a work of time. The Greek translation upon the Rosetta

Stone was to the decipherer of the Egyptian text, what the

old Persian inscriptions were to be to the decipherer of the

Babylonian-Assyrian inscriptions. Fortunately there were
preserved on the old Persian monuments ninety proper names
phonetically written in the Persian character of the trilingual

Achsemenian inscriptions, and it was clear that with this
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help success mtist soon crown the efforts of scholars to read

the third language.

It was observed that the names of persons, gods, lands,

trees, &c.,* on these newly discovered inscriptions, had a

determining sign always prefixed to them. There was a

certain sign prefixed to all names of gods (viz., and

another sign to all names of lands (viz., 'V'), and so on.

Having gained this much, Dr. Hinoks saw that this new
language was not alphabetic in its character. He was the

first to discover that it was written syllabically and ideo-

graphically. He soon found himself able to read the name
of Nebuchadnezzar, and the record of his buildings. The
untiring labours of Hincks, Oppert, Menant, and others, were
successful in overcoming most of the difiiculties which the

polyphonic nature of the single characters had caused, to be
in the way of the decipherer. Since the labours of the first

decipherers, the path of the Assyrian scholar has been
smoother, and now we may say that the foundation of the

wox'k of deciphering Assyrian inscriptions has been firmly

laid. {See Appendix, Note 1.)

The Assyrian is originally a language in picture-writing,

like the Egyptian. This is easily seen by glancing over the

first few pages of the 1st volume of the Cuneiform Inscrip-

tions of Western Asia” (to which volumes I shall henceforth

refer thus : I R for the 1st volume
;

II R for the 2nd
;

III R, &c.
;

Ist Rawlinson, &c.). In the late Assyrian

writing it is often possible to trace the relationsbip between
certain groups of signs and tbeir oiigiiial representatives in

the picture-writing, e.g., hieratic old Babylonian

later Assyrian an ideograph for ^a star;’ again,

hieratic old Babylonian later Assyrian Mft ideograph

for ‘hand;’ hieratic old Babylonian <>. later Assyrian

ideograph for ‘snn.’ Sometimes two of these are joined

together in order to form a new sign, <> ‘sun, day,’

is joined to <«, the sign for the numeral 30, to form the new

sign <0>, which means ‘a month,’ day -f 30=30 days,
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‘a month.’ From the Assyiian ‘the mouth’ + yj

‘ water,’ we have the ideograph ‘to drink. Hlie

month ' + ‘ the sun ' = ' thirst.' This system

of -writing the Babylonians and Assyrians received frpm the

older inhabitants, the Sumerians and Akkadians. Not only

Avere the old signs retained by the former, but also the

meanings attached to these. These meanings wore after-

wards "used either as borrowed words or as syllabic values

:

thus : >->f-
in Akkadian = ana, ‘ the heaven,' which appears

in Assyrian as an, the syllabic value of this sign. Again,

« has the value dat in Assyrian, from the Akkadian word

5at,
‘ to open ;

' also the value til, from the Akkadian til,
‘ to

be ready, completed; ' >}- mas, from the Akkadian word mas,

Hhe wilderness.’ The Assyrians also gave to their signs

values Avhich were not borrowed from these older non-

Semitic languages, but values which were taken from the

Semitic languages. Thus means 'a house;’ so they

gave this character the value dit, corresponding to the

Hebrew and to the value rM, corresponding to

the Hebrew ‘ head.’

The Assyrian writing is in the Cuneiform character, and

consists of combinations of wedges and corner-wedges (^).

These wedges are either horizontal, perpendicular, or oblique.

Like the other Cuneiform wiitings, such as the Persian,

Median, Armenian and Elamitic, the Assyrian writing reads

from left to right. A syllable may consist of a combination

of wedges varying from the single wedge up to a compound

of even twenty. Thus we have the single wedges ^ f

and the corner-wedge and from these are formed com-

binations varying in complexity. This will be clear to the

student if he will only examine any volume in the Assyrian

writing.

In regard to the nature of the Assyrian characters, it is

'to be remarked that they are syllabic and ideographic, in

contradistinction to the old Persian, which are alphabetic

(the other Semitic languages, such as Hebrew, Arabic,

Syriac, riEthopic, having consonantal characters). That is to
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say, the single Cuneiform characters in Assyrian may be read

either as syllables, thus: = na, and = ha ; or as

representing an idea, and therefore to be treated as being

equal to a*word in value : thus, whose syllabic value is

ha, has the ideographic value pu, -which means ‘ mouth/ the

Hebrew HQ.
V

There are also in Assyrian both open syllables, such as ha^

hi, hu, and closed syllables, which are really compound
syllables, as kar, Mr, hur, i.e., ia-f-ar, H+ir, hu-^ur. I call

them compound, because in writing the closed syllable har,

the Assyrians might use two characters representing two
syllables, viz., the characters whose values are respectively

ha and ar. A character may also have many phonetic or

syllabic values as well as many ideographic values. Thus
>-c has the syllabic values hat, mit, til, ziz; and the ideo-

graphic values pitu, ‘to open/ hatu, ‘to be completed/

gamru, ‘complete/ belu, ‘lord/ hahtu, ‘heavy/ lahiru^

‘old/ damn, ‘blood,* and some others; whose only

syllabic value is ha, has the ideographic values piX, ‘the

mouth/ appn, ‘the face;’ minu, ‘a tooth/ hihitu, *a com-

mand/ amdtii, ‘a word/ rigmu, ‘a cry;’ ragdmu, ‘to

speak/ &c., &c.

In the various tables of signs which we find in the works

of modern scholars who write on Assyrian, a clear naethod of

aiTangement is observed. It is clear that the various com-

binations of characters fall naturally into certairr groups,

according to the kind of -wedge which stands first on the left

side of the character. Thus >-]]]>- must be placed under the

>~ group ;
under the group

;
under the ^ group ;

and jyf, under the f group. Of course there is an obvious

advantage to the beginner in such an arrangement. The

order in which these four groups stand in the various tables

of signs drawn up by grammarians varies according to the

will of the author. The order in Sayce’s Grammar is very

much the same as that adopted by Delitzsch and Haupt
;
in

some of the Trench works the student will find other arrange-

ments adopted.
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In looking over the table, the student observes that a

character may have several values, has the values of

ni, zal^ sal^ Hi, How do we know which of these to take

when we are transcribing a passage? As stated above, a

word may be written syllabically, thus na-da-mi^ or the

word nadanu may be represented by its ideograph In a

sjdlabically-written work, our choice of a value may be made
with tolerable certainty if we attend to the following rule :

—

‘‘ The one syllable mnst end with the same letter with lohich the

other begins,^’ Of course this does not always lead us to a

correct result. To the word na-da-nu we see this rule does

not apply at all: the characters for na and have only these

values, so that no doubt can arise here about the values
;
and

the character for da, viz., Kyy, has only the values da and ta

(viz., ID). The student will find that the above rule is a good
one to use whenever he is in difficulty. But a constant study

of the inscriptions alone, I am convinced, can give one ease

in transcribing correctly, Le., in choosing values con*ectly.

In many cases it is not so easy to select the values, as in

nadanu, and the best help which the student can have in

selecting will be to have as good an acquaintance as possible

with the other Semitic languages. A fair acquaintance with

these is absolutely necessary to the Assyrian scholar, because

words in them will often suggest a correct reading of a sign,

and also give a clue to the meaning of the Assyrian word.

Having learnt to transcribe well, the student must learn

to translate. Transcribing well must fii'st be thoroughly
learnt, and to do the work of translating well the student will

have to work at the other Semitic languages, and at the

numerous syllabaries given in the “ Cuneiform Inscriptions of
Western Asia.” It will be found that these syllabaries are

very much broken. An examination of the original tablets

in the British Museum will show to the reader in what a
mutilated condition many of these are. Still, many of tliem

are well preserved, and these have been copied with moderate
accuracy into the volumes I have recommended to the
student for reading. A syllabary may be defined as a cata-
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logue of ivords syllahically written^ containing on one side of the

cliaTacter whose values these ivords represent, the Assyrian eguivor-

lents, and on the other side, the Akkadian and Sumerian equivalents

corresponding to them. For an adyanced student of Assyrian^

a careful study of these syllabaries is necessary, but for a

beginner I would suggest that the syllabaries in Professor

Delitzsch’s Lesestiicke,” and designated by him S"*,

which are, in fact, collections from the Cuneiform Inscrip-

tions of Western Asia,” would be an immhiable study. The
student really has no complete Assyrian dictionary before

him (for Mr. Norris's, which was prepared at a time when the

study of Assyrian had not made so much progress as at the

present day, can hardly be regarded as altogether reliable)

such as the student ofthe other Semitic languages has, and the

only dictionary he may be said to have are these syllabaries:

an excellent dictionary indeed to the careful student.

These syllabaries are of various kinds. For example,

11 R, plate 3, lines 537-566 (which we also have in Delitzsch’s

“ Lesestiicke,” under S^ column hi, 1-30, with many gaps

filled up by the Professor from comparison with other parts

of the Cuneiform Inscriptions of Western Asia), contains three

columns. In the middle column is the character whose con-

ventional name is given in the right-hand column, and whose

various syllabic values are given in the left-hand one. Thus

lines 551-554, has in the right-hand column the name
G'Vrru-H

;

in the left-hand column it is seen to have the

syllabic values dan, kal, lib or lip and guruL Further on, in

fines 560-564, -^y*- has the name gUtanu, and the values pi^

mi, tal, giltan. To one already acquainted with Assyrian, it

will occur that, e,g,, ^yyj has oftenest the values dan and kal

:

gurus is in reality its Akkadian value. Again, in II R 3,

518-523, has the name kuru, and the values kur, sad or sat,

lad or lat, mad or mat, values well known to belong to this

character.

There is another kind of syllabary, in the middle column

of which is the character ; in the right-hand column are the

Assyrian words which represent the values of the thoughts
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contained in it
;
in the left-hand column are the corresponding

Akkadian or Sumerian equivalents. Thus, in II E 172,

173, WQ have in the middle column the character its

Assyrian rendering is ahm^ ^precious’ (of, '^l^);^and Mlu,

which means ‘ high, a hero in the left-hand column are the

Akkadian words corresponding to these: Mia is Akkadian

for ahni.^ and gurus for ethu In Delitzsch^s Lesestiioke” the

syllabary is of this kind.

We have yet one other kind of syllabary exemplified in

S® of Dehtzsch’s Lesestiicke.” This is a combination of the

other two kinds of syllabaries. It has four columns :

—

In the 2nd column is the chai'acter to be explamed.

In the 3rd column is its conventional name.

In the 4th column is its Assyrian value.

In the 1st column is its Akkadian or Sumerian value.
»

Cf. IV E, plates 69 and 70. We shall again take the sign,

E 70, 26). The character stands in the 2nd column.

In the 3rd column is its name, viz,, [The student

observes that we have in this plate only the beginning of the

name preserved, viz., gu. In II E 3, 551-554, it has the

name gu-ru-M. We know, therefore, from this how to fill up

the gap in IV E 70, 26, viz., by adding ru-M, Le., -^TTY .]

In the 4th column we have the Assyrian renderings of this

character, viz., ak-su, ‘ mighty ;
’ ashc, ‘ mighty

;
’ dannu,

^ mighty;^ ahru^ 'precious,’ &c. The student will remember
that the value akru was also given to it in II E 1, 172. In

the 1st column is given the Akkadian rendering, viz., Mla^ a

value it also had in II E 1, 172.

Suppose wo now take up an inscription to read it. We
find that it consists of several detached groups of signs.

These may be read either syllabically or ideographically..

We learn from the first kind of syllabary what syllabic value

to give to each group of signs, and from the other two
kinds of syllabaries the ideographic values. In order to

make my meaning plain, I shall take up the inscription of

Assurnazirpal. I E, plates 17, sg., and read line 54, where we
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jslaall find that, in order to get the trne sense of tlie line,

some of the characters must be read ideographically, but

most of them syllabicalty, thus :

—

Ah-l)ul a-huT ina imti asr-up istii mat Nuni-mL The first

character I i^ead ah: it has also the value ap

;

the next

* character is hul^ which also has the value puL I accept the

values in 5, because I know of a verb nahdlu, ‘ to destroy/

which gives the sense I require in this passage. Next conies

a chai*acter which has the value a; the next the value kw\

and thus we have the word ahur = ahki(>r^ from nahdru, ‘ to

lay waste/ Then comes a character having the values an

and rum, but also having the ideograpliic value ina, the

preposition 4n/ This suits the passage, and so we read ina.

The next character has the values nS, U, &c. ; but shall we

have good sense if we take the syllabic value ? We fi.iid that

we shall not. And so, as with the former character, we

must here also take the ideographic value of the character^

It is known to have the value (cf, Syriac

the /Ethiopic esdt), 'fire/ This value we accept. Then

comes a character which is the sign for the plural number.

This shows us that the character which preceded this sign of

the plural was to be read ideographically, and also that the

value given to it must be a noun. We see then that our

reading imti must be cori’ect. The next character, has

no syllabic value. We know, however, from the syllabaries

that it has the ideographic value sarctpu ' to burn/

This suits the context. The character that follows has the

values vb, up, ar. We take this to be a Phojietio Complement,

i.e,, we accept that value of it which suits as the final syllable

of the word sardpit, and we read the two characters thus

:

ah^-up, i.e., asrup, the Imperfect 1st Person Singular of the

verb, and meaning ' I burnt.' The next character has the

value ta; but the student observes that beneath it is given a

Variant, i,e,, the exact equivalent either eyllahically or ideo-

graphically of the character given in the text. This may serve

as a definition of variant which holds generally good. Some-

times a variant only tells the reader how the final vowel of
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a syllable is to be read, tlins, to read U and not ti. The
character in the text we are told by the variant to read by
its ideographic value, is^-tu. We know from the context that

the syllabic value wonld not snit, and the variant decides for

ns what we shall read. lUu is a preposition, and means eso,

‘ ont oV The next character has many syllabic values, but

we also know that it has many ideographic values, such as

ondtu, ‘ land,^ sadi\ ‘ mountain,’ &c. Here our character is a

Determinative Prefix, determining for us the character of the

two signs which follow. We read the value mat, ‘land.’

The next two characters we read syllabically, thus,

the name of the land. The whole line reads as follows :

—

ab-bul a-kur ina is^ti ^isr-up istu mat Num-m^, &c.

I destroyed, Iwasted, infire I burnt: out of the land Numm^,

The student will have observed in the above line the

occurrence of what is called a variant, and we cannot, I

think, too highly estimate the value of variants. These

often prove the correctness of the values which have been

given to the various characters, I think we may with advan-

tage take the above-mentioned Inscription of Assurnazirpal,

and examine the nature of the variants given on the first

page:—

Line 1. jyj. Here we have the Determinative

Prefix ilu,
^ god,’ showing that the two characters which

follow form the name of a god, viz., Nin-ip. The variant

>->f- >y_ is equivalent to this. In it we have the Determinative

and the character which, according to IV R, plate 69, is

the god Ninip, Compare line 10 of this plate, where we
have in the text the ideographic writing, and in the variant

the syUabic.

Here the
,
variant reads syllabically har-du

(Tip) ;
RRd hardu is the ideographic value of the two

characters in the text. In Dr. Haupt’s “Akkadische and
Sumerisehe Keilschrifttexte,” Part I, page 35, and No. 852,

the Assyrian value of this ideograph is given lar-iraydu.
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Let the reader look at line 32 of onr plate (1 R 17) ; we read

for the same two characters which are in this line the variant

Icar-ra-da. This karmda -f the following hit = harradahu =
harradu anakii^ Le., ‘I (am) strong/

Line 2. The text reads and the variant is tuh This

shows that the variant character has not only the value it

generally has, viz., tuk^ but also tuh {Le.^ p). In line 3 the text

has tim, and the variant is tL In Hue 4 text has u, and
the variant is ii.

Line 5. As a variant for is given the plural sign

The character which precedes 6 means helu, ‘lord/ The
variant shows that we have to read the plural of this word
in the text, and the syllable e shows that the plural ending

is plural In the text tlie repetition of the character

shows that the ideograph is to be in the plural. Cf. with

this the usage in Syriac, where repetition denotes diversity

or multitude (cf. Ndldeke’s “ Syrische Grammatik,” p. 137,

or Phillips’ “ Syriac Grammar,” p. 140). The advanced

student in Assyrian will have remarked that the plural of a

large class of nouns ends in Further on in line 5, as a

variant of <V is given + i.e., pad or pat

Line 10. The text reads arbcH-^i; the variant shows that

we may read irhiMa. The former is feminine, the latter

masculine. ( Cf. Sayce’s “ Grammar,” p. o5.) Both i and ta

are Phonetic Complements.

Line 18. Text reads a-na (preposition = to). We know
that y is a common ideograph for ana. Cf. the first character

in this inscription.

Line 19. the usual ideograph for ‘a king.^

As its variant is given In line 14 this variant has the

value nis, its syllabic value, and in line 19 we see that hirru

is its ideographic value. In line 32, in the text,

viz., the accusative case of saoru. Again, in this line 19,

text reads pi-ir^ i.e., pzV, showing that the variant

this Ydluepir^ whatever other values it may be found to have.

0 2
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Line 20 furnislaes us with, an interesting variant. Text

reads and as valiant is given thus showing that

this character has this value also in addition to kal, dan, &c.,

which are other values shown to belong to it in another part

of tins Essay.

Line 22. According to IV R 70, column 4, line 22, the

single variant iSf has the Assyrian rendering aldku, ^ to go.’

For the three underlined characters in the text we have the

following syllabic values: 1st character it, it; 2nd
sign=n, tal, dal; 3rd sign=Za {see Table of Values in any
Assyrian Q-rammar). Remembering the useful rule, that the

one syllable generally ends with the same letter as that with

wliich the following begins, we read our text iMal-la, and to

this is to be joined tlie following character ku. So we have

the verb ittallahu, which comparative Semitic Grammar
teaches us to be the Ifteal form (reflexive) of the verb aldku

‘ to go.’ This reading shows us that the doxxble

in the variant represents the Ifteal form of the verb, which

IV R, plate 70, column 4, line 22, has shown us to be the value

of the single character ^y.
Line 24. In the text we have ^ y>-M-

;
the variant

gives as its equivalent >y- ^:^yy. The characters in the text,

accoi’ding to II R, plate 2, No. 346 = "^y The variant

reading has in common with this the value of par-su. The
variant reads par-si : II R 2, 346 ^par-su, Pao'-si is plural of

parsu. The text gives us tlie plural sign, and leaves us then

the two first characters to explain as above
;
their ideograpliic

value, according to II R 2, 346, is par^u, ‘ a command,’ and

here we are taught by the variant that this is the reading.

Further on in this line we have as variant for A-y the

chamcter Ml- The text reads Aa-ti, the genitive case of katu,

^ hand,’ the ideographic writing for which is represented by
the variant. The reader will remember that I referred to

this variant as illustrating the hieroglyphic character of

Assyrian writing.

I have selected the above lines in order to show the great

value of the variants, and also to show how they are to be
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used, A careful perusal of the page I have used will show

the reader that there are also yariants of minor importance,

which only give a different form of the word to he read from

that wliichithe text suggests. Two examples will explain my
meaning. The first two characters in line 25, according to

the text=na-^a?^ ; the variant suggests 7ia-din. Again, line 29,

the text reads pag-ri; the variant suggests that we should

read pa-gar, which is the construct state of the noun pagru,

‘a corpse.’ Hei^e I close my remarks on the variants, the

importance of which cannot be, I think, overestimated.

The Place of Assyrian among the Semitic Languages.

The Babylonian-Assyrian or Assyrian language is the

language of the literature of the Cuneiform Inscriptions, with

the exception of those that are in the Sumerian, Akkadian,

and a few other languages. We shall here try to assign to

Assyrian its proper place in the list of Semitic languages.

1. Assyrian. 2. Arabic [North and Middle]. 3. South

Arabic. 4. uEthiopic-Amharic. 5. Hebrew. 6. Phoenician.

7. West Aramaic. 8. East Aramaic. It is possible to

reduce this number to five by classing together those which

are evidently related to one another. 7 and 8 go together,

because they are both descendants of an older Aramaic

language. 5 and 6 together = Canaanaic. These two have

that relation the one to the other which the Biblical Aramaic

has to the Syriac, and both can be referred to one original

form. The one great difference between the two languages

is that in Hebrew the substantive verb is whereas in

Phoenician it is (cf the Arabic Again,

3 and 4 go together, for we know that the -Ethiopians came
from Jemen, in South Arabia. 1 and 2 remain distinct.

Our list then resolves itself thus :

—

1. Assyrian. 2. Arabic. 3. South Arabic. 4. Canaanaic-

5. Aramaic. Biblical tradition teUs us that the Terajiim

went forth from Ur Kasdim to go into the Land of Canaan
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(Genesis ii, 31). Plence it comes that the Canaanaic languages

and the Assyrian have a large number of words in common

with one another. The term is apphed to those

people settled in Byria, Mesopotamia, and the district ex-

tending to the upper plains of the Tigris. As in Canaanaic,

so in Aramaic, there is a striking resemblance between the

words in Syriac and Chaldee and those in Assyrian. The

South Arabic, which includes iEthiopic, is more closely allied

to Assyrian than its sister languages are, holding as it does a

middle place between Assyrian and Arabic proper. But

Assyrian cannot be classed under any of the other languages..

It stands by itself, jDossessing more of the characteristics of

the Old Semitic (Ur-Semitische-Sprache) than any of the

cognate languages. On this ground, and also because it

possesses a literature older than any other Semitic hterature

known to us, I have placed it at the head of this list of

languages.
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THE INFLUENCE OF ASSYRIAN ON HEBREW
GRAMMAR AND LEXICOGRAPHY.

I.—On Hebrew Grammar.

§ 1. The Relative Pronoun :—The tisual relative pronoun

in Hebrew is . How shall we explain this word ?

is onginallj a noun, and accoi-ding to the known laws in

Semitic languages which, govern sounds {Lautgesetze), is to

be compared with Ji\
‘ a place/ 1^/] ‘a place/ and AUJC

‘a trace’ (vestigiwfn). In Assyrian asm is the usual

word for ‘ place/ the construct state of which is asaQ\ Cf.

asar talliki ittiki lullik, literally ‘the place thou goest

to, with thee will I go/ i.e., ‘whither thou goest will I go/

Cf. with this the Hebrew of Ruth i, 16. In the later books

of the Old Testament we find alongside of the form

with a daghesh in the following letter, Judges v, 7 i and

before the guttoal W we have tt). Whence this ^ ? It is

commonly said to be an abbreviation of : but clearly

this ^ or ly or ^ is the Assyrian relative pronoun sa^ the

only one in the langaage. . Certain are we that the relative

pronoun is in the two proper names and

where the ^ in the middle of the two words is in fact the

relative pronoun.

§ 2. The Prepositions :— (a,) This preposition is

commonly derived from 1^3^, which means ‘meeting/ It is,

however, clearly the same word as the Assyrian it~ti, which
is the genitive case of ittu, ‘the side, the border/ If this

comparison with the Assyrian is accepted, the derivation of

the word is different from the commonly accepted one. The
plural of ittu is itdti, which could not be the plural if ittu =
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intu: because if ittu were equal to intu^ then the plural would

be indt% and not itdtL The root of the word must be

means, therefore, ‘by the side of,’ ‘together with.’

This preposition is used in Assyrian with suffixed as is the

case with the Hebrew preposition. I append iU% with

suiBxes, in order that the student may compare them with

the Hebrew :

—

Singidar

Plural

1st Person, L.e., ittia, ‘with me.’

2nd (mas.) it-ti-ha, „ ‘ with thee.’

2nd ,, (fern.) it-ti-hi, „
‘ with thee.’

3rd jj (mas.) „ ‘with him.’

3rd
,, (fern.) iMi-sa „ ‘ with her.’

1st it-4i-ni „ ‘with us,’

2nd (mas.) iMi-hurnu „ ‘ with you.’

2nd V (fern.) it-ti-dd-na „ ‘ with you.’

3rd V (mas.) it-'ti’-svrnu „ ‘ with them.’

3rd (fern.) iUti-H-na „ ‘with them.’

(h,) The accusative particle (also UN) is the same
as the late-Assyrian and late~Babylonian word dt% as in the
words atua, ‘what concerns me ;’ atuni^ ‘what concerns us.’

(c.) ^ The etymology of these prepositions is very

obscure. In Arabic we have hi^ li, ha (the latter of which is

really not a preposition)
;
in iEthiopic we have ha^ la ; and

in Syriac we have be, le ; but the Assyrian has neither of these

particles. Corresponding to 3 it has ma, and to h ana. It

has been supposed that the Assyrian preposition la-pdni,

‘ before,’ was the same as the Hebrew but this admits

of some doubt. In the Assyrian lam, ‘in him’ ='12, the ha is

the same as and m is the 3rd personal pronoun suffix.

§ 3. Adverbs.—The b-ending in adverbs is explained by
the Assyrian. It is, in fact, the Assyrian indefinite pronoun ma.
bNJpS) ‘ suddenly ’= Assyrian pitwia, and also ina piitma;

rausdma, from mum, ‘ the night ’=propeiiy ‘in the night, last

night;’ sattisdm and sattiMma, firorn sattu, ‘ year ’= ‘ yearly
pikdma, from piku, ‘a moment ’=‘ momentarily.’
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§ 4. The Verb. All the Semitic languages know only two

tenses. Ewald, in his earlier writings, called them the 1st and

2nd Modus ;
later, Perfect and Imperfect. Bdttcher calls

them Perfect and Fiens. Noldeke, in his Syriac Grammar,

adheres to Perfect and Imperfect. We can keep the names

Perfect (")2V) Future (THy) in so far as we bear in mind

(1) that the former expresses what is completed, the latter

what is not completed; (2) that the Perfect and Future mark

not merely the Absolute Past or Future in reference to the

speaker, but also relative Past or Future in reference to

another expressed action. The future in itself, in

conn ection with nothing preceding or coming after it^amabo ;

but in connection with other parts of the sentence, may

mean amo, amabam. The Perfect in itself=a9naw,

but in connection with other parts of the sentence may mean
mnaveram and aniavero. The existence of these two tenses

derives support also from Assyrian, which has only the Imper-

fect and the Prmsens (so named by Professor Delitzsch). In

order to mark that something happens or will happen, or

that one does something or will do something, the pure stems

katal^ katid, c%o., were used; and to these were prefixed short

pronominal stems, which referred either to the person who
acted or the thing which happened, thus

:
ja-hatal^ ^ be kills

;

^

ta-hatal, ‘ thou killest,^ &c. The keeping of the full verbal

stem expressed suitably the being-about-to-be. On the

contrary, the stem was shortened as soon as a distinction

had to be drawn between the completed and the incompleted,

thus : ivom jakatal, the form was used, and from tahataly

the form tahtal^ &c.

We find in the Imperfect sometimes the vowel w, some-

times % sometimes a. The Assyrian also has preserved this

old way of forming the Imperfect, for in it we have imperfects

with each of these vowels : most commonly u, less commonly

least commonly a. In place of jahatal^ with its characteristic

vowel a, the shorter form jaktul came gradually into

use. The form of the Imperfect with a, which had become

superfluous, was then used in Hebrew to form the Passive

;
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but that the passive formation depends not on the vowel a,

the Assyrian shows clearly. Cf, Assyrian ju-hattal^ ^he kills

many
;

’ jukattil, ' he killed many
;

’ on the contrary, in Arabic

and Hebrew, jukattil,
^ he kills many

;
’ jukattal, Hhej^ were

killed in large numbers.’

The old Semitic and the Assyrian have the power of

.expressing a circumstance as continuing, by joining the

personal pronoun to the noun which expresses the action or

quality. Thus, from sarru, ‘ a king,’ we have a form, ^armkit,

^ I am a king ’= sarru, ‘ king ’+ anaku, ‘ I sarrata, ‘ thou art

a, king ’= sarru -h atta, ‘ thou f gaso^aku, ‘ I am brave ’

=

gasru,

‘brave’+amH; gasrdni, ^ we are hmve ^=^gahm+ani. For

these combinations compare I R, plate 17, line 32, where we
read sarraku ; helaku, ‘ I am lord ndidaku, ‘ I am exalted

gah-^ahi, &o. Exactly in this way was the simple verbal-stem

katal treated. Thus : lalis, ‘ he was or is clothed 3rd sing,

fern. = lahsat; 2nd sing. masc. = lahsdta; 2nd sing. fern. =
lahsdti; 1st sing. com.= ; 3rd plur. maBC.=^labsi((ni)

;

3rd plur, fern. = lal)sd(rd)

;

2nd plur. masc. = labsatunu;

2nd plur. fern.= lahsatma

;

1st plui*. com. = lahsdnL

The Imperative is kltol; with gutturals and

in verbs Intransitive or with medial signification, as ^31^ with

final a. In Assyrian both syllables in the Imperative have the

same vowel. Thus from haMdu, ‘ to conquer,’ we have kusud;

so also pikid and sabat This Imperative, with the same vowel

in both syllables, is, I believe, the original Semitic form,

has as its ground-form kuiub.

Verba Medics Geminates and Medics Vav or Yod.

1. Verba Medics Geminates.—These are in Assyrian always

treated as strong verbs, and it is only in a few cases that we
find additions for the purpose of assimilating the two last con-

sonants. Thus saldlu is conjugated islul, taUul, taslul, tasluli,

aslul, &G, This is probably the oldest mode of treating these

verbs, traces of which mode are to be found in the Hebrew,

For examples, see Qesenius’ Grammar,
§ 67, Remark 10.
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The other mode of treating these verbs is by assimilating

the two last consonants, and is of later origin, Tims the

3rd person Perfect can retain the two last like radicals, as

and more frequently they are assimilated, as

in P'1 and 1??. The Imperfect of the Niphal in one case

has exactly the same form as that which strong verbs always

have, viz. which is of the same form as

(Job, xi, 12),

2. Verha Medim Vav aoid Yod,—The roots of these verbs

are generally treated as consisting of three radicals, but

it is better to suppose with Noldeke and August Muller

(Z. D. M. Gr., xxiii, 698 sq.) that the roots consist of only two
radicals, which are joined together by a vowel originally

short, but made long through the law of three-consonantal

roots. Thus, as the root of tD^p we take tDp. Assyiian

favours and supports this mode of treating these verbs
;

he ldlled’=:i-(7aA; ‘he stood up ‘ I turned back’=
a-tur; ‘ I subjugated '= a-mo\ In the Imperative ‘ kill ’= duh ;

‘set fast ’=677/1. It is only on the supposition of two-con-

sonantal radicals that we can explain the participle active

Dp, and such forms as plDp
,
iHDp The middle letter

vav owes its origin to the Imperfect form, where we have

D^plJ, and this ^ in the Imperfect is of the same origin as the

u in (original foim jaktul) (Gesenius’ Grammar, trans-

lated by Davies, paged09).

IL—On Hebrew Lexicography.

It will not be uninteresting to the reader, I think, if I
begin this part of my essay by bringing together Assyrian

words with their Hebrew parallels:

—

pu^ ‘the mouth’ = !1D.

'ahu ‘the pot or vessel’ =: fllW or ni^, and by no means
from derivable.
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tdii, ‘ the hand ’ =
ddmu ‘blood’ = T

sdsu, ‘the raoth’ = DD ^

ddduy ‘the beloyed’ =
‘ wood ' =

imtUy ‘ fire ' = tl!?^ (Syr. = ]i^] ‘ fever,’ iElth.

amtii, cstr. aiU’-at, ‘the maid’ = flDW ancilla)

bivtuy cstr. hinat, ' the daughter ’ = JllJ “

dcdtK, pi. daldt% ‘the door’ =
kastii, pi. kasdtiy ‘the bow’=

saptu, pi. sapdtiy ‘ the lip ’ = HDto

’aJw, ‘ the father ’ =
^ahUf ‘ the brother ’ = HN
ummu, ‘the mother’ = QN. RootQD«. C/’. the iEthiopic.

umu, ‘ the day ’ = Q'i'' (Aramaic Arabic

Hkaru, ‘ wine ’ =
agalu, ‘calf’ =;

lihlu, ‘ the heart ’ = :xh

mruy ‘ the storm, tempest ’ =
‘ head ’ =:

sansu, cstr. samas, ‘ the sun ’ =
irsitu, ‘ the earth == ra
luhultu (= lubmtu), cstr. liibsat, ‘clothing =

‘the youth,’ plural SniriA, has probably nothing
to do with ‘to choose out of a number,’ so that d'’'l^n2l

should mean ‘ the chosen ones.’ We may compare with it

the Assyrian hafiulu, ‘ the young man
;

’ plural ha-^u-ld-ti,
‘ the young warriors, male, and therefore warhke subjects.’
Sennacherib Inscription, I R, plate 37, column I, line 56, has
ba-fiur-la-ti al Hi-rim-mS, i.e., “ The warriors of the city
^irirnrn^.’

^
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‘temple,’ is not from ‘to be capacious,’ but

is really a word borrowed from tlie Assyrian; temple in

Assyrian = This word is borrowed from the non-

Semitic Atkadian ‘the house,’ and gal^ ‘great;’ so that

ihallu means ‘ the great house/ hence ‘temple, palace.’ JEkallu

is represented in Assyrian by two characters,

The first of these is the general ideograph for

‘house,’ and has the syllabic yalues hit (H’li), pit, S; ^ is a

value borrowed from the Akkadian word for ‘ house,’ viz,, S,

or with its consonantal ending es (I refer the reader to

Dr. Haupt’s “Akkadische und Sumerische Keilschrifttexte,”

page 17, No. 266, where in the Akkadian we have es, and in

Assyrian bi-i-tu, i.e., hitu). The character is the ideograph

for mhuy ‘ great,’ the equivalent of which in Akkadian is gaL

The ideograph for palace then==5??fw+ mii1=house4-great

;

the Akkadian is ei-gal

In Jeremiah 1, 21, the enemies of Babylon are commanded
to go up against and against the inhabitants of

"ilpD. The first name is explained in Gesenius thus :

“ Double obstinacy, or repeated rebellion, a symbolic name for

Babylon.” Ewalcl, in his last edition of “Die Propheten,”

translates it, “ das land Doppeltroz,” and then he properly

adds “Aram-Naharaim, the land of the double-river, Mesopo-

tamia.” It is taken for granted by Ewald and the latest

edition of Gesenius’ Lexicon, that is the right

punctuation. The Assyrian shows that it is not. We know
from the inscriptions of a land described as mat marrdtim.

Now marrdtu means ‘the sea/ so that ^ mat marrdtim' means

‘the land of seas,’ Le,, South Babylonia. The word marrdtu

occurs in the Inscription of Tiglathpileser II, II R 67, line 3.

{See Appendix, Note 2.)

Again, TipS Ewald explains as ‘punishment/ the city

Punishment, i.e., Babylon. And this is also the explanation

in Gesenius. But HpQ is no other than the famous warHke

nomadic tribe Pukudu {amUu Pukudu, in I K 37, 45).
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In Ezekiel xxiii, 23, and Have puzzled commenta-

tors. is thus explained in the last edition of Gresenins.

^‘According to the Hebrew commentators, Vnlgate and

others = Prince, Noble, properly stallion, breedfng camel

(which must be of noble breed), according to a transposition

frequent in Arabic.’’ is rendered by heatus. Ewald,

however, hits the mark when he says, '^It is quite clear that

the words yip'l TlpS cannot be anything else than

proper names of smaller Chaldee peoples.” We know now
from the Inscriptions that Su and Ku were nomadic tribes in

North and South Mesopotamia. I find in a Fragment marked

M 55, in the British Museum Collection, which I copied at the

beginning of last year, the following lines, viz., 12 and 13,

Column 4 ;

—

>s=rT s^m T? >-.£TT

5^m -m 5=TTr-

This part of the Tablet relates how the people on the

sea-coast were at enmity with the people by the sea-coast—
Subarta with Subarta, Assyrians with Assyrians, Elamites

with Elamites, the Kassu with tlie Kassu, the Sutu with the

Sutu, the Kutu with the Kutu, Lulubu with Lulubu, &c .

;

thus

there was division among these peoples themselves. I quote

this passage for the sake of the two names Sutu and IGutu,

abbreviations of which were Su and Ku. Professor Delitzsch

has, I think, clearly shown that these two peoples are the

same as the and i^ip of Ezekiel. The student observes

that the Hebrew has ty, while the Assyrian has D* Further

on, under-the head of Biblical Geography, he will find that it

often happens that the Assyrian D corresponds to the Hebrew

tiJ. The land Su, with the Determinative Suffix E, for ^ land,’

is also mentioned in II E 23, 21c?, 63d

is found in union with to denote ‘ eleven.’

The student will find a note upon this word in the English

edition of Gesenius’ Grammar, p. 222. The explanation given

by the translator in this note, viz,, that is a corruptioii

of inN, is too far fetched. The only tenable explanation is
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that given by the Assyrian. One in Assyrian = isten^ which

word itself is borrowed from the non-Semitic Akkadian as’-tdn,

wMch means ‘one in number;^ ta-a-an^ tdn^ not tain^

means ‘ mdksnre, number.’

no> in Assyrian Jiarntnu^ means ‘‘ the road along which

traders pass, and on which they carry on their trade.” It

may be called the trade-road; it particularly refers to a point

in the road where several persons meet to carry on their

trade. The Akkadian word from which ]}ao'rdnu is derived is

§aTran,

or vb, ‘to spend the night in a place,^ is derived

from ‘ the night.’ In Assyrian lame = ‘ the court, fore-

court of a house/ and the denominative verb “ to

bring into this corxrt
;
to spend the night in the court under

shelter of the house.” I connect therefore the Hebrew with

the Assyrian word Idnu.

LD^'jnO occurs only in plural (Job xi, 3, Deut. ii, 34); it

is constantly translated by Dillmann in his edition of Job

Kurzgefasstes Esegetisches Handbuch zum Alten Testa-

ment ’), ‘ die leute.’ In ^thiopic we have this same word in

singular", met pi amtdt^ ‘ maritus, vir.’ In Assyrian the word
for maritus is mutu^ the ideograph for which is which

character is also the ideograph for assatUy ‘ wife.’

and in Psahn xxiii, 2, are synonyms like nadlu

and Tobasu in Assyrian. In the simple Ifal form these verbs

mean ‘to rest, to lie,’ In the eighth edition of Gesenius

there are brought together under the roots 'to flow;’

‘brook, valley;” ‘to drink for the first time, to drink

to satiety (of the camel).’ Then the steps are givenby which
the meaning ‘to lead’ is arrived at. Simpler far than this is

the explanation by Delitzsch in Lotz’s “Tiglathpileser I/’

p. 123, where he says, ‘ to rest, encamp ;
’ Piel =

cause to rest, cause to encamp, give rest.” In the Psalm,

is parallel to just as in Assyrian na’ulu is a

synonym of mbasu; cf, 2 Chr., xxviii, 15, and xxxii, 12;
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1 Glir., xxii, 18, where the rendering, ‘ to lead,’ does not suit

the passages, while that of ‘ to he, to rest, to settle down,’

gives a good sense.

This word has been pointed (and is pointed in

onr Hebrew Bibles) and translated, ‘ shadow of

death,’ from and There can be no doubt that both

this punctuation and translation are wrong. The verb

saldmu in Assyrian means ‘to be dark,’ and our noun is

connected with this verb. We punctuate it rwh^,, and

translate ‘ darkness,’ from a root ‘to be dark.’ Worthy
of notice are the remarks of Professor Franz Delitzsch, who
says, “originally is iio compound, but from a root

opprimere^ ohtenehrare^ and means ‘deep-darlmess.’”

(This I quote from the lectures which I heard.) It is further

to be observed that in the Book of Job is constantly

used among a number of words, all of which mean ‘darkness,’

but of various grades. Thus in Job x, 21, 22, we have four

words meaning ‘darkness,’ viz., ,nDW and

Cf. further Job xii, 22, where ‘ darkness’ suits the passage

best. No competent critic now disputes this meaning.

and ‘yesterday;’ in Assyrian the words

corresponding to these are timdli and itmdl% itimdlt and
ittimdli.

rh^ occm's in Jonah and Ezekiel, and came late into

use among the Hebrews. It is generally derived from

‘salt,’ but this derivation is wrong. The Assyrian word

for sailor is malahu, wliich is a word borrowed from the non-

Semitic mala§^ i.e., ma, ‘the ship’+ ‘to set in motion.’

Hence malahu is ‘ the one who sets the ship in motion.’ In

Akkadian mala^^ma'^ la^

;

ma = the Assyrian elippu^ ‘a

ship,’ and = Assyrian saldlii^ in the sense of aldhu, ‘to go.’

everlasting, eternity, age;’ generally derived from

‘ to veil, hide.’ With this root it has nothing to do.
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Ewald is riglit -wlien he says that it is a form like and

that originally it was an adverb. In Assyrian ‘ everlasting

ulu, Cf» the phrases iUu ula, ‘from everlasting;’ sdul-tuul-’la,

i.e., sd ultu uhy in the Babylonian text, I'efei'ring to the temple

of Istar at Arbela. (See “ Babylonian Texts,” published by
Mr. Pinches, page 17, line 2.) The student observes that if

the root had a we should expect an m in the Assyrian

word. Again, we have the phrase um uluti, ^ the day of

eternity;’ and also consider well the form ‘everlast-

ing.’ I would refer the reader to my remark on the >;2)“^inding

in adverbs, under the head “Hebrew Grammar,” for an

explanation of the ending ma in ul-lu-^na. (I R 59, col. 1, 41.)

as in Num. xxi, 15, D^htlSl does not mean,

as in the authoiised version, ‘ the stream of the brooks,’ but

‘ the bed of the streams.’ The word is not to be referred to

the Syriac ‘fundere,’ but it is best to compare it with

the word iMu in Assyrian, which means ‘foundation, base.’

1121^5 ‘brick,’ identical with the Assyrian lihittu = UhinU.

This the feminine ending in Assyrian, as is in Plebrew.

The verb lahdnu means ‘ to make bricks.’

^01^? plural nins. Schrader is right in regarding the

word as Semitic, and it is undoubtedly not of Sanskrit origin

(see Gesenius, last edition). The Assyrian word corres-

ponding to it is pahdtu or pihdtu, which means ‘ satrapy,^ as

well as ‘ satrap :
’

‘ province ’ in general, as well as ‘ governor

of a province.’

‘ a throne,’ corresponds to the Assyrian kussu, which

is a word borrowed from the non-Semitic giiza. The g in

Sumerian changes to k in Assyrian, as in engar^ which becomes
ikkaru^ ‘the foundation.’ So guza becomes kus^m,

‘the camel,’ generally derived from he

beautiful, complete;’ so that the camel, according to this

derivation, is ‘ the beautiful, complete animal.’ Better seems

to me to be the derivation accepted by Assyriologists. In

n
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Assyrian it is named gammalu^ a non-Semitic word

gam + mal. Gam means ‘ a hump/ and mal ‘ to cany/

Hence tlie camel is tlie ‘hnmp-bearing animal/

occurs in Isaiah xx, 2 Kings, xvhi, 17; rightly

explained in the last edition olGresenius as the title of a high

Assyrian officer. The Assyrian name is tiir’-tan-'iiu^ and it is

represented by two characters, (whose syllabic vahie is

tw\ and ideographic value mdm^ ^son’) and (whose

syllabic value is tan or dan, and ideographic value dannu,

‘mighty’), so that the Assyrian name means literally ‘ the

mighty son/ Le., ‘ the officer in high position.’ On the Canon

of Eponyms marked C*^ in Delitzsch’s^^Lesestucke,” the title

of the officer mentioned in page 94, line 28, is am^lu tur-ta-niL

Nebo-bel-usur was turtan of the city of Arpad. The title

occurs several times in this same canon, viz., page 92, o;

page 93, ss, 48; page 94, is.

‘^ppip, Jeremiah li, 27, a word of Assyrian origin. The

Assyrian word is dupsarru, ‘ the tablet writer,’ represented

in Assyrian by the characters ^ITTT
character is a determinative meaning ‘man,’ Le,, ami^lu; the

second character has the syllabic value dup, and the ideo-

graphic value duppu, ‘a tablet;’ the third character has the

syllabic value sar or sar, and the ideographic value satdru

‘to write.’ The three characters then mean ‘the

tablet writer.’ In the Akkadian language dup means tablet,

and sar is the Akkadian equivalent of sataru, ‘ to write/

‘reed,’ generally derived from ‘to stand upright;’

so the last German edition of Gesenius. In Assyiian ‘ the

reed’ = hajiu, the root of which is gin or gan in Akkadian,

‘to bend;’ the Akkadian for reed is gi-en, to be spoken g^n.

Hence the reed is called flJjJ, because it bends, and not

because it stands upright.

D^D. The equivalent in Assyrian is sisu, which is the

proper word for ‘horse,’ and not murnishi, as has been long

supposed.
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‘very,’ originally means ‘fulness, strength.’ Pro-

lessor Fleischer derives it from ‘to oppress,’ so that it

means ‘ tlie burden.’ In Assyrian we have the verb madu,
‘ to be many,’ and the noun mCc’du, ‘ fulness, strength, multi-

tude.’ It seems to me best to connect the Hebrew word
with the Assyrian.

in Isaiah xxx, 23; Ps. xxzvii, 20, 65, 14, means

‘meadow, park, plantation.’ The Assyrian word is liru,

represented by pf ;
the first character is the deter-

minative for isu ‘wood,’ and the second has the

ideographic value arku (P'^), ‘green;’ so that the two

characters together mean ‘ the green wood or park.’

generally explained as a word taken from the

Egyptian, inasmuch as it, is always used for the Nile. I

think, however, that it is a pm-e Semitic word. The poetic

word for ‘river, canal,’ in Assyrian is ja-u-n; and so

means ‘ a river’ in general. (IV R, plate 44, line 21.)

explained in Gresenins as a Persian word, may be

compared with the Assyrian egirtu or igirtu, the general word
for ‘ a letter/

In II R 1^7, 116, the first word in this line is

Ika-dis-tu, which corresponds to the Hebrew word. The tu is

the feminine ending, corresponding to the Hebrew Ji vl in

Hebrew, al in Assyrian, the consonants are the same, namely,

tjj’lp. It is interesting that in the very next line we should

meet with the reading is-ta-nt, corresponding to

Astarte. In the hymn to the goddess Istar (K. 4, 931),

obverse, line 12, we read, um-mu ilu ^ the

mother of the goddess Astarte.^ In the Sumerian hymn
published hy Hanpt in his third part of the “ Akkadische-

Snmerische Keilschrifttexte,’^ page 126, line 19, we read,

is-ta’-ri-tu ul ana-ku-u, i.e,^ Astarte, not I. If we continue, we
read in the same line, in the Assyrian, mar--tii ha-dup-tu

ilu^ Is not haduptu equal to hadiUn ? In this very line

D 2
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occurs (the first word) istanta^ and from the fact that they

occur together, we must, I think, read in this line kadistu,

and not haduptu. I express no opinion in regard to these

words, but simply point out that they occur in these Inscrip-

tions close to one another.

t'ilnD, Ps, cvii, 30, translated ‘sea-coast,’ and by the old

translators, ‘haven, harbour;’ in Assyrian onajiuzu is the

usual word for ‘ place, village.’

in Assyrian mh-sah^ and represented by the

characters amelu^ mhu^ hakhadu,i.e., ‘man,’

‘ great,’ ‘ head.’ Hence the Rabshakeh was literally ‘ the

chief of the great men.’ In Land’s “Syiiaca Anecdota,”

VoL III, page 259, line 8, we read of who was

sent from The word in Syriac means ‘ the lord of

the legs or tribes.’

adverb and substantive = ‘to-morrow.’ Olshausen

(“ Grammar,” § 38c) makes it =
;
generally derived

from ^ to be behind, remain behind.’ The root in

Assyrian means ‘to be in front, at the top, to be opposite.’

So is in Assyrian umu pdnu and umu majin^ ‘the day in

front.’
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BIBLICAL GEOGRAPHY.

0

III this part of my Essay I propose to show what light

Assyriology has been able to tlirow upon the Geogi^aphy

of the Bible. It will no clonbt be interesting to students

of Hebrew, to know how the names of places mentioned

in the Bible are written in the Cuneiform Inscriptions, and

to the student of history, to know on the Inscriptions of

which kings of Assyria the places are mentioned. For a

fuller account of some of the places than I shall give, I

refer the reader to Delitzsch's work called Wo lag das

Paradies ?’’ In the following pages I shall adopt the method

of transcription now common among wi-iters on Semitic

subjects:— 5 = D; 5 = « = i = ? = tD;

Gen.x, 10, is the Babylonian Arhi or Urhi^ now the

famous ruins of Warka, on the eastern bank of the Euphrates,

between longitude 31® and 32° and latitude 43° and 44®.

The Akkadian name of the place is Uruk (tJ-ru~uk), and is

represented by the characters the first of which

has the ideographic value of mhtu^ ^ a dwelling/ and the

second being the usual determinative affix for Cand or place.’

Uruk appears then to mean ‘ the dwelling,’ /car’ e^oxn^- Iii

Akkadian is the equivalent of the Assyrian suhtu^ and

means ^ dwelling.’ In II R 50, 59-605, the name is written

tJ-rynuh^ Le., Erech.

IIW, Gen. X, 10. This is a name we constantly meet in

the Cuneiform Inscriptions, and it is generally represented

by the character The kings of Babylon are called

^ the kings of Snmer and Akkad.’ Akkad is no other than

Agane, as the late George Smith conjectured, a part of tie
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town Sippar, also called Sippar-Agade. Akkad is also the

name for North Babylonia, as Sumer (Su-me-ri, i.e.,

is the name for South Babylonia. Sumer is represented by
the characters Imd Kar*

I refer the
,
reader to a letter on the names Sumer and

Akkad, which was written by Mr. Theo. G. Pinches, of the

Assyrian Department of the British Museum, to the Academy

y

for July, ,1882.

>
2 Kings xvii, 24. Sippar and Agade form one

town ; the god of the former was Samas, the sun-god, and of

the latter, the goddess Animitu. Berosus names the town
Sispara, Ptolemaeus %t7r^apay and Plinius Hippareinum, Its

Assyrian name is Si -ip -par, and is represented by the

characters connection with the name of

this place, I might refer the reader to the above-mentioned

texts edited by Dr. Haupt, Part II, p. 59, line 16. In the

Assyrian columnwe read ma ka-ri si-par, and in the Akkadian

column we read kara , . , . . ta, where we have in the space

between kara and the ending ta the characters given above

for the town of Sippara, and to these characters given on the

Akkadian side correspond in Assyrian ie., Si-par. Its

Sumerian name is Zimbir. Sij)par is the present ruins of

Aboo-habba, about 16 miles S.W. of Baghdad.

= Niniveh, the chief town of Assyria, the present

Nebi-Junus and Kouyunjik. Its name on the Inscriptions is

Nin4 or Niuua, of which Nina is the older name. The names
occur too often on the Inscriptions to require special citation

of passages where they occur. We find its name written

thus, ni-nu-a, with the Determinative M.

Meaning of ni doubtful : jnt-o = Assyr. rabasu, ‘ to encamp.’

Gen. xi, 28-31; Nehemiah ix, 7, has Q'l'nto

Ewald sought this place in Armenia
;
but I think we sbq11

not be wrong in saying that it is the famous Babylonian
town Uru, now the ruins Mugheir, on the right bank of the

Euphrates, south of Babylon. In II R 50, lines 44-475, we
have the name U-ri, which is our town Ur. The god of this

town was the moon-god Sin.
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Gen. xiy, 1, 9, is tlie Babylonian town Lai'sa.

See II B 50^ 48-49&, where we read the name La-ar-sa. Its

oldest name was Ararzn. It is now the fainons iTiins of

Senkereh, sonth-east of Warka. It is represented by the oha-

racters (Samas, ‘the sun-god’), ^<^^y (suhtit, ‘dwelling’),

(the determinative 'affix for ‘ town ’)^ so that by these

characters the town is designated as that in which the sun-

god has his dwelling. (See V R 3, 107.)

2 Kings xvii, 40, and 2 Kings, xvii, 24, a

town east of Babylon, whose Babylonian name is Kutu,

and Sumerian name Gudila. It is represented by the

characters >-i:yy >$3^ T? "(M? place of prayer’

(see II R 53, 4a). Kutliah often occurs on the Inscriptions in

conjunction with Babylon and Sippar. The god of the town

was Nergal (II R 60, 12a, 5), with which agrees 2 Kings, xvii, 30.

= Babylon; written in Assyrian sometimes syllabi-

cally thus: ha-hi-lu^ and sometimes ideo graphically thus:

(^J:yy ^ ^ often.) The
original name, therefore, was Bdlnlu. According to the

ideograph, the name means ‘the gate of god.’ The first

character is the usual ideograph for bdhu, ‘a gate;’ the

second character is the ideograph for ilu, ‘ god ;
’ the third

has the syllabic value ra, which is the Akkadian sign of the

Dative Case. In Akkadian the word for god is dingir^ and for

gate is so that the ideograph is to be read kd-dingir-ra ki

The oldest non-Semitic name of Babylon is represented by the

characters whose syllabic values are Tin^ tir, and K. The

first character, tin^ has the ideographic value lalatu (tO^l),

‘to live;’ the second, tir, the value JciHu, ‘grove;’ the third

is the usual determinative affix for town. Hence ‘Life-grove.’

generally connected with the name are the

Chaldeans. In the Cuneiform Inscriptions the name of

Babylonia is mat Kaldu, ‘ the land Chaldsea :
’ the Chaldeans

are called Kaldd. It is to be observed that the Assyrian

name has Z, while the Hebrew has 5. This change of the

original consonant I into s also occurs in the word lubultu,
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‘ clotlaing/ for lubustu, and altur, ‘ I wrote/ for ashir. The
origin of the word is very ohsciu’e. The view of some

scholars is that the word is derived from kamdu^ Ho conquer/

so that the Kasdim are ^ the conquerors.’ This derivation is,

I think, a doubtful one.

the nsnal name for Assyria in the Old Testament,

always denotes the kingdom of Assyria, and not the town.

Its Cuneiform name is A^mr^ and the name of its inhabitants is

AshtrcL The oldest name of Assyria is Ausar^ which according

to some means ‘ the watered meadows.’ The name of the

town is thus written : or i>e.^ cil ilu

A-mr, Le.j ‘city of the god Asnr;’ and the name of the land

thus : ^ >->y-
yy or A-sur, In the

Sumerian texts the name of the land is written yp
which is to be read A-i(sar, according to S^ 146. This

4sar =: H-id-'tum (see S^, 146) = Hlto, ‘ meadow
;
^ and yy is

the well-known ideograph for muy ‘water/ Hence, A-ilsar

has been explained as ‘ the watered meadows.’

= Tigris
;

in Assyrian Diglat and Idiglat^

Ldi4g-lat

;

represented by the characters yy >f' •

The first two characters are the usual ideograph for ndru, ‘ a

stream or river;’ and the remaining three, according to S^,

373, have the Assyrian value m-;pu-Uy which, together with

is explained by Delitzsch as ‘ the stream which bursts

forth, which rushes wildly on.’ The Akkadian name is

I-di-ig-na, For the Assyrian name, ef. II E 50, 7c, d,

ri'l? = Euphrates; represented in Assyrian by the charac-

ters yy‘B Hfflf <M^ (See II E 50,

8c, c?.) The two first characters =: ndrUy and the student will

remember that the last four characters represent the town
Sippar. Hence the Euphrates is designated by these

characters as the Eiver of Sippar or Sepharvaim. The
Euphrates is also represented by the characters yy yy >-yy*-,

i.c., ‘ the river of canals, the river from which the canals are

fed.’ The Akkadian name is Furanunu. (V R 22, Reverse 31.)
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'[t'iS, 2 Kings xyiii, 11; IsaiaK xxxyii, 12. It is the'

neighbourhood into -which the Israelitish exiles were taken.

The river expressly named the Grozan in 2 Kings

xviii, 11. The Assyrian name of tlie river is Hcib4r, and it

is known by the same name up to the present day. In the

Inscription of Assnrnazirpal, I E, plate 18, line 77, By help

of Assur and Eimmon, the great gods who aggrandize my
royalty, chariots and an army I collected ; the banks of the

H^-bhr I took.^’ According to this inscription, the Chabor.

pours itself into the Euphrates not far from Carchemish.

Gozan has the name Gu-za-na (II E 53, 54, and often). On

the Canon History of Assyria, EammS,nu-nir^ri is said to have

invaded Gu-za-na. It is the district watered by the HS.bfrr.

Gen. X, 11. By Niniveh is to be under-

stood: and the two words together form the name of the

north-eastern part of Niniveh, In the Cuneiform Inscriptions

it bears the name of Eibit Nina, ^The broad squares

of Niniveh.’ (I E 45, col. 1, line 53, ina ri-bit Nina

in pausa n^3, Gen. x, 11, is the name of the

southern part of Niniveh, and has in the Inscriptions the

name Kalhu. It is the present ruins of Nimroud, and is

situated at the junction of the Upper Zab with the Tigris.

It was built by Shalmaneser I, 1300 B.O., and raised into a

residential town by Assurnazirpal (895-838 B.O.). The name
is found in the Inscription of Assurnazirpal, I E, 17, line 9,

where we read, a-^ih alu Kahhi MU rab-i Mli-a Assur-nanr-^pal

mrrit damiu, Dwelling in the city Kall^-u, a great lord,

my lord, Assurnazirpal, mighty king, etc.”

Isaiah xxxvii, 12; Cuneiform name=Rasappa (HE
53, 37, where we read Ea-sa-ap-pa)

;
present name=Eusdfa,

a ruin in the Euphrates Valley. Eesef and the other towns

mentioned on this plate are towns in Mesopotamia.

'’is, Isaiah xxxvii, 12, where it is mentioned along

with Eesef, Haran, and Gozan
;
in Ezekiel xxvii, 23, along

with Kalneh, Haran, and Assm. The pV we are told
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in Isaiah, dwelt in which was the name of the

district between Edessa and Euphrates, This tribe bears the

name Bit-Adini in the Inscriptions, Le., the tribe of which

Adini was the founder. It was located between Haran and
Ktesiphon. Mentioned in Assurnazirpal Inscription, column

I, line 76, where we read, ‘‘Aljiababa, son ofLamamana, whom
they brought out of Bit-A-di-ni; also in column 3, line 5L
The tribe dwelt in the district of to-day which lies between

Aintab and Urfa, on the left bank of the Euphrates.

= Tul-Asurri, i.e., Asiirr’s Hill, mentioned in the Esarhaddon

Inscription, I R 45, column 2, 23, where we read, 7ndt Ttd-

the land of the nomadic Aramseans, includes a

part of Mesopotamia and that portion of land which stretches

south-east towards the Persian Gulf. Cuneiform name is

Ai^dmu, Arumu, or An9nu, Cf. the Nebi-Junus Inscription,

I R 43, column 1, line 7, where we read, amSlu ‘ the

people of Ai-amu and III R, plate 8, line 38, where we read,

mv mat A-7m-miu In the Tablet of Tiglathpileser II, II R,

plate 67, line 74, we have it written mat A-ri-mL

nn, Gen. X, 15; that Syrian land which borders on its

west side on Mesopotamia, and is separated from it by the

Euphrates. Its Cuneiform name Haiti occurs frequently in

the Inscriptions. Particularly interesting is the tablet in

I R, plate 48, where are mentioned the twenty-two kings of

Hat-ti (5^ who were bound to pay tribute to the king

of Assyria. The chief towns of Uatti are :

—

Isaiah x, 9, generally identified with KipK'^criov,

Le.^ Circesium, a fortified town at the junction of the Habor
and Euphrates, ou the right bank of the Euphrates, opposite

Tulbarsip (whose present name is Biredjik, and whose
Cuneiform name Tul-bw^-si-ip occurs in the Monolith Inscrip-

tions of Shalmaneser II, column 2, 14, III R, 7). Ga^ya^nis

is its name in Assurnazirpal, column 3, lines 69 and 70; it is

written (?ar (^) - - mis (^11) ;
but in the Inscription
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of Tiglatlipilesei^ I, coliamn 5, line 49, its name is written

Kar-ga-miS. Carcliemisli is represented to-day by tbe ruins

of (jrirb^, on tke right bank of the Enplirates.

2 Kings xviii, 34; Isaiah x, 9; Jeremiah xlix, 23,

situated not far from HamS-th; its Cuneiform name is

Ao^adda; it is situated on the present uninhabited ruins

Tel-Erf&d, about twelve miles north of Aleppo. VnlnMri

went up against the land Arpadda, 806 B.O, The name is

also given in the Canon Histoiy, II R 52, 166, 30J, and often.

(See further, Kiepert in Z. D. M. G., Vol. XXV, p. 655.)

riDry, Num. xhi, 21 ; xxxiv, 8, a large Syrian royal

city on the River Orontes; since the time of the Seleucidse

called Epiphania; named in Amos vi, 2 HDlJ. Cuneiform

name = Hamattu (II R 53, 37).

Damascus, a royal town on the River Chrysoras,

named in the Inscriptions Dimaska (II R 53, fragment 4,

line 56 ;
and in fragmezrt 3, line 68, and often). The second

radical ^ is never doubled in Assyrian- It has also another

name, which marks it as the town of asses, viz., sa imerisu

:

imem means ^ an ass.^ In Arabic its name is Dima&u.

includes in the Old Testament both Phoenicia and

Paiesthie; tins district in the Inscriptions, particularly the

part bordering on the coast, bears the name rnat Afiarri,

i.e., the West Land. Canaan has the name Gan-a-na or Kan--

a’-na. Its chief towns are :— '

Gen. x, 15 ; here spoken of as the first-bom son

of Canaan. The Cuneiform name of the town is Sidwiu;

and in the Inscriptions we read of a great and small Sidon

(Prism Inscription of Sennacherib, IR 37-42, column 2,

line 38, where we read, alu Si'-du-iin-nu rab-u alu Si-’dii‘-un--nu

siTini^ ie., Sid6n the great, Sid6n the less). Of,

in Joshua xi, 8; also in I R 35, line 12, we read of a land

Si-du-nu, Its present name is Saida.
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1 Kings XYii, 9, 10* Obadiah, 20 = Sarepta; Cunei-

form name is Sa'-riAp-tu {^Sariptu)^ a Phoenician town lying

between Tyre and SidOn (Prism Inscription of Sennacherib,

ir, 39). From tins inscription we gather that tlie Assyrian

monarch began his famous march in the norih and went

southwards. Sariptu can then be no other than Sarepta,

Zarpath (see Kiepert’s Map of Palestine), which lies on the

coast between Tyre and Siddn. It is the little Yillage of the

present day called Sarfend.

Tyre
i
in the Inscriptions Sut-tu {see Shalmaneser II,

Inscription in III R, plate 5, No. 6), where the people of Tyre

are called Sur-ra-a-a^ ie., Surr^. The name Surru occurs in

the Inscription No. 1 of plate 35?:?^ I R, line 12. Cf* also

I R 48, Inscription of Esarhaddon, an inscription which is

very important geographically, line 2, where we read, mat

jSur-ri^ ue.) the land of Surru (Tyre). Arabic name

135?} now ^AMa; Cuneiform name = A^^a. (Prism Inscrip-

tion of Sennacherib, column 2, line 40, where we read

AJc-ku-u). Arabic name = .

nCn, Joshua xix, 29 ;
in Assyrian i.e., Usu,

(Prism Inscription of Sennacherib, II, 40.) It is a town in

the tribe of Asher, and according to its position in the list of

places mentioned in this inscription, must lie north of

Achzib and south of Sarepta.

Joshua xix, 29, is Achzib^ a town lying between

Tyre and Akko. Written in the Prism Inscription, 2, 40,

alu Ah-zi-hi, Present name is Ecdippa.

Gren. X, 17, has been generally identified with

Arheh, at the north-west foot of Lebanon, between Tripolis

and Aiitaradus, one parasang from the sea {see the Com-
mentary of Kalisch,'^ p, 272). It lies fifteen miles north of

Tripolis, and is known to-day by the name of Irka. Its

Cuneiform name is Arhd (mentioned in the Fragmentary

Inscription of Tiglathpileser 11, in III RIO, No. 2, line 2).
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Gen. x, 18 ;
about twenty-four miles south-east of

Antaradus, near the river Eleutherus, and known by the

name Simi(i^a. Its Cuneiform name is Simirra (mentioned in

the same line as ArM, III R 10, No. 2, line 2 ;
and also in

Fragment 3 on the same page, line 35).

Palestine.

(a). The Kingdom of Israel has the Caneiform name
BlirHumriaf or BluHumr% Le-y ^the house of Omri;’ also

mat Hiimrt, ^ the land of Omri. In III R 10^ No. 2, line 6, we
read, mCd Int Hu-um-n-a, In the inscription from the palace

of BMcil-nmlri, I R 35, we read, line 12, mat Hu-'Um-ri-L

The other Caneiform name of Israel is Sir'al, which occurs

on the Monolith Inscription of Shalmaneser II, in III R
(plates 7 and 8), plate 8, column 2, line 92, where the line

begins, mat /S2-V--Za-a“a, i.e., mat Sir'let, ^the land of the

Israelites.^ Its chief towns are :

—

‘jl'lD®, in LXX %afiapeLa, once written 't^firipeov (1 Kings

xvi, 24). Its Cuneiform name is Samerina (II R 53, No. 4,

line 1) ; and in Tiglathpileser II Inscription (11 R 9, line 50)

we read, the city of the Sa-me-ri-na-a-a’^ Le., of the people

of Samerina, Samaria, Also the name &amsimuTuna^ not

Usimuruna. {See Prism Inscription of Sennacherib, column 2,

47, where we read, ‘ the city of the ^am-si-mur^ru’-na-a-a.^)

,
1 Samuel xxix, 1 ;

Cuneiform name = Aphu (II R 53,

39a); it is the Aphek which lies north-west from Jezreel,

also = Megiddo ;
in the south-west part of

the plain of Esdi^aelon, and lying south-west of Aphek,

the present ruins of Le^^dn (Legis). Its Cuneiform names

are (1) Magadu (II R 53, Fragment 3, line 56, viz.,

Morga-dn-u), and (2) Magida (II R 53, Fragment 4, line 58.

viz., Ma-gi-du'-'d).

(5). The Kingdom of Judah, has the Cuneiform

name mat Ja-^urdL {See Nebi-Junus Inscription, I R 43,

column 1, line 15 ;
and often in the Inscriptions after the

younger Tiglathpileser.) Its chief towns are :

—
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E^ri perpetuum for Cuneiform name

is Uo'^’-sa-li-im-mu, i.e., Ursalirnmu (Prism Inscription of

Sennachei’ib, column 3, line 8). We have the same consonants

in the Hebre-w as in the Assyrian, except that tt) takes the

place of D* This occm^s often, and I mention it in order

that the reader may gather for himself the examples which

occur. The present name of Jerusalem is El-Kuds.

or Ezra hi, 7; Jonah i, 3. Cuneiform name is

Ja-ap-pu-u^ i.e., Jappii (Prism Inscription, column 2, line 60).

Observe the long ih at the end, corresponding to the Plebrew

Kholem; present name = Jafa.

Joshua XV, 51 = Beth-Dagon. Cuneiform name

't= Bit-Dagana (Prism Inscription, column 2, line 65). Lies

south-east of Jafa, z.e., Jopj)a. This is not the Beth-Dagon

mentioned in Joshua xix, 27, situated near Accho, in the tribe

of Asher, but the town in Philistaea, situated on the road

leading from Joppa to Jerusalem. This is evident from its

place in the list of towns mentioned in the inscription. The
reader observes that the meaning of the name of the place is

^‘the house of the god Dagon.” Observe, then, how the

name of the god is given by the Assyrian scribe, thus,

Dagdna. Present name is B^t-Dedjan,

pll '’il, Joshua xix, 45 = Ben^-berak, in the tribe of

Dan, south-east of Joppa. Cuneiform name = Ba^na-a-a-

Bar-ha, i.e., Band-Barha (Prism Inscription, column 2, line 66).

Present name = Ibn-Ibrak,

2 Kings xviii, 14= Lachish. Cuneiform name =
Jjahim. Probably it is the present Umm-el-L^kis, on the

border of Philistaea, in the south-west corner of Judah, on
the road from Gaza to Jerusalem. Cf. I Ii„ plate 7, No,. J. ,

rtipn’pN and Joshua xix, 44, xxi, 23; Cuneiform

name = Al-ta-hu (Prism Inscription, II, line 76). It is a

town which lay between Ekron and Timnah.
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"^12)1, Joslaiia XV, 23 == Hazor; not the town in Naplitali

nor in Benjamin, but one of the two in tlie tribe of Judab,

and it must be sought for in the neighbourhood of Joppa.

Assyrian name = A (Prism Inscription, column 2,

line 66).

z.e., Phihstma, Gen. x, 14; Isaiah xiv, 29. Cunei-

form name = Palastu or Pilistu. (See line 12 in I R 35,

which I have before quoted, wlrere we read at the end, mat
Pa-la-as’-tu,) We read in this line of the lands of Siirm

^(Tyre), SicMnu (Sid6n), Humri (Omri), UdCimu (Edom), and
Palastu (Philistaia). Also mentioned in II R 52. Observe

line 40, where we read, sa al KaUha a-na mat Pi-lis-tu,

Its chief towns are :

—

11*1 Ekron, the most noi’therly of the PHlistine towns.

In the LXX it is ’AfCKapcou, Cuneiform name =
(Prism Inscription, column 3, line 1 ;

c/. also I R plate 48, line 5,

where we read, Itdm sar A7n-‘Kar~ru-na). The Assyrian form

of the name, A^nkarruna = Akka7Tuna,i^ to be compared with

the Greek form. Present name = ^ Akir.^

Ashdod; Cuneiform name = Asrfwdw (Prism In-

scription, column 2, line 51, where we read of the people

As’-dii-da-a-ci)
;
also in line 7 of I R 48, we read of a king

Nu-milku, of the city As-du-di. Present name = Esdhd.

(Hebrew has tS and Assyrian D.)

iliipin
, Judges xiv, 19 = Timnah. Cuneiform names =

Tamnd (Prism Inscription, column 2, line 83) and Tamaiid.

Lies south-east of Ekron and east of Ashdod. Present

name = Tibne.

Ascalon; Cuneiform name = i.e;,

hkalwia (Prism Inscription, column 2, lines 58 and 63). Also

mentioned in I R 48, line 4, where we read of Mitinti, king

of the'city Is^-ka-lu-na. On 11 R 67, line 61 (Inscription of

. Tiglathpileser II), the name is written As-ha-lu-iia.

. nj;^, Gaza; Cuneiform names = (Prism Inscrip-

tion, column 3, line 26, we read alu Ha-zi-ti)^ B.azz4Mi
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(Tiglatlipileser II Inscription in III R 10, No. 2, line 9,

where we read Ha-az-z'Ur-tu)^ and Hazz'djtu. In I R 48, line 4,

its name is Ha-zi-tu {Haziti is genitive case). The Ayin in

Hebrew is, as is well known, of two kinds, one corresponding

to the Arabic ^(^^Ain), the other corresponding to ^('Gain).

The y in corresponds to the Arabic
^

This is here

represented by the Assyrian i.e., fl*

Before going on to the geography of Egypt, I shall add

a promiscnons list of a few important places.

1. and in line 12, 1 R 35, the reader remem-

bers the name mat tf-dxi-mu; in the Prism Inscription, column 2,

line 54, we read of a king Arammn, Idng of the land of the

U-dvrum-^ia-a^a^ ie,, of the people of Udumn.

= Arvad; Cuneiform name = A-rii->da (Prism Inscrip-

tion, column 2, line 49). The inscription does not help

us to decide where Arvad was situated. (See Delitzsch’s

Paradies,” p. 281.)

or more frequently Cuneiform name =
Bit’-Ammdmt (Prism Inscription, column 2, line 52, has Bit-

Amrma'^a-a-a, where Amm^n^ denotes the people of the

tribe of which Ammon was the founder). In V R, column 7,

line 110, we read of a city Bii-Am-ma-n% where Amm^i is

genitive case after Bit.

INiD, Moab; Cuneiform names =^Mdhu^ Mdbu^ and Mu^dhu.

Prism Inscription has mat Ma!-ha-a-a^ i.e., the land of the

people of^Ma’bu. In V R, column 7, line 112, its name is

Mu’-d-ba. It is to be observed that in Assyrian as in Hebrew
the middle radical is a guttural.

Egypt.

The Semitic name of Egypt is Nowhere

in the Egyptian monuments does this name occur. As to the

various ways of explaining this word, I refer the reader to

Oesenius’s Dictionary, or any other large Hebrew lexicon.
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In the narrower sense of the word is Lower Egj^ot.

In the Inscriptions the corresponding name is Mu-sur {seeV E,

Annals of Assnrbanipal, column 1, line 59, and often). In the

two-lined iilscription No. 4, in I E 48, we read as follows :

—

mat A smr-ali-iddina sar kismti mat Asmr
md-ti MutBut maii Ktirsi

Le,, land of Esarhaddon^ king of multitudes, king of Assyria,

of the land Musur, of the land Kusu.

The name also occurs in No. 5, line 4, at the end. Musur
is the name given to Lower Egypt. Its later Cuneiform

name is Misir. Arabic name is Misr.

Isaiah xi, 11; Jeremiah xHy, 15, is the name for

Upper Egypt. In Isaiah xi, 11, we have the three names
Misraim, PatImos, and Kush together. Pathros in old Egyptian

is pe-to-ris, i.e,^ the land of the South (so Professor Franz

Dehtzsch in his ‘‘Commentary”). In I E 48, No. 5, lines 4

and 5, we read, san^lni mat Mu-siu^ mat mat

Kvrsi, Le,j “kings of the land Musur, of the land of Paturusu

(Pathros), of the land of Kusu” (ti>^3). Here the Assyrian

and the Hebrew have D in the name of Pathros.

AUthiopia. Musur is in the north, south of it is

Pathros, and south of Pathros is Kush. Cuneiform name =
Kusu {see on also in V E, column 1, line 67, and

often). The Babylonians name it Kusu, i.e,, the dark-coloured

race, from Jcusa^ the Assyrian for ‘ black.’

The chief towns of Egypt are :

—

Num. xiii, 22 ;
Isaiah xix, 11 ;

Ps. Ixxviii, 12, 43 =
Tanis. It has two names in the Cuneiform Inscriptions.

(1) Si’nu (a guttural as middle radical), see Assurbanipal, V R,

column 1, line 91. (2) Sa'nu (ditto, column 1, 96). It lies

between the Ostium Sehennytimm and the Ostium. Pelusiacum

of the Nile.

Gen. xli, 50, the well-known city of the Sun, with the

Greek name Heliopolis; the city On, situated a few miles

north of Memphis, called by Assurbanipal tJnu,
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Hosea ix, 6; in Isaiah xix, 3; Jeremiah iii, 6, ^5 =
= Memphis

;
on the western bank of the Nile, south of

Cairo. Present name among the Copts is Meiifi. Cuneiform

name = Mmxpi (Assiirbanipal, V R, column 1, lihes 60, 90,
c.

and often), i.e., M6~im-pi or Mi-im-pi. Arab. =

Ezekiel xxx, 14, 16, and Nahum iii, 8, is

the old town of Tebcn or Thebes. Cuneiform name = Ni’u

(Assurbanipal, V R I, 88, line 109, and often). In this inscrip-

tion we are told that the king TirJjakah, who was in Memphis,

heard of the defeat of his army, abandoned the city, and fled

into Thebes (AV). The first character = m, and the second

character is the usual one for a guttural.

tD^5, third son of Ham
;
his descendants are named along

with Kush and Misraim in Nahum iii, 9. The Egyptologists

identify Pdt with Punt : according to Ebers, Arabic nomadic
tribes tributary to Egypt. On the Darius Inscription of

Nakshi Rustam, along with Kus is mentioned a people PtinVrtay

Le,^ Phta, and probably the same as Put in Nahum.
There still remain a few names to which I wish to di'aw

the reader’s attention. They are the following :
—

= Elam == Susiana, and in Gen. x, 22, mentioned

as the first son of Shem. Its Cuneiform name is Elami%
mostly written ideographically, and sometimes syllabically

(thus, ^4am-tu), It is generally represented by the characters

and from these it is clear that the name means
highland. The first character is the ideograph for Uamu,
‘ high;’ and the third for irsitu ‘land;’ the second has
the syllabic Yalue ma. Its Akkadian name is ^llama. Its

chief town is Nehemiah, i, 1, Daniel, viii, 2 ; Cuneiform

name r= &umn. {See Assurbanipal, V R, column 7, line 1.)

mentioned as the fourth son of Shem = the Lydians.

Cuneiform name Litddiu In V R, column 2, line 95^ we read

of Gyges, king of the land of Lvrud-dL

Job, i, 1, lies north-east of Edom, in North Arabia,

perhaps in the wilderness of Arabia, east of Palestine. Its

Cuneiform name =: Uzzu.
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a proyince of Armenia (2 Kings xix, 37), identified

with Hara-haraithi, ^the mountain of mountains/ In the

Babylonian Inscriptions its oldest name is Urastu; among the

Assyrians it was called Urartu (see V x, 40, where the line

reads, ‘Saduri, king of the land Ur-ar-ti/ Ararat). On
the Bronze Gates of Shalmaneser 11, discoyered by Mr. Rassam
at Balawat, column 3, line 3, we read of the land U-ra-ar-ti.

(See the paper by Mr. Pinches in the Transactions of the

Society of Biblical Archeeology/^ Vol. VII, Part 1, 1880.)

D'lS = Persia, Persians; Cuneiform name = Parsu. In the

account of the capture of Babylon by Cyrus, obyerse,

column .2, line 15, we read of Cyrus, king of the land Par-su.

In I R, 35, a plate I haye often referred to in this geography,

line 8, we read the names of seyeral lands, viz., Mu-un-na,

Par-sn^a, Al-lal>ri-a, Ab-da-da-na. The word Parsua is here

in accusative case, governed by a verb meaning Ho conquer,
o>>

to take possession of’ Parsu-a = Persia. Arabic = .

Jeremiah, li, 27, a province of Armenia; Cuneiform

name == Mannu, In the Plistorical Canon, II R, 53, we read,

ana mat Manrna-a-a^ ^*to the land of the Mannu people;’’ as also

in the same canon, ana Mad-a-^a^ ^Ho the Medes.” The pointing

of in Hebrew is ; may not have been pointed at

some time or other in the same way ?

Here I close the list, and the reader desirous of further

information, I would refer to the works of Schrader, ‘‘Die

Keilinschriften rmd das alte Testament,” 2nd edition, 1883,

a translation of which into English is now in course of

preparation; and Delitzsch, “Wo lag das Paradies ?”

33918
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BIBLICAL HISTORY.

Keferences to the Kings of Israel and Judah in the
Inscriptions :

—

1st,—Kings of Iso^aeL

(a), Omri, whose Assyrian name is (Hebrew =
is mentioned in the Inscription of Shalmaneser II

(858-823 B.O.), in his account of his victory over Hazael

(Assyrian name= Ha-za-’-ilu, and Hebrew = 2 Kings
viii, 15) of Damascus. See III E. 5, No. 6, wbere we read at

the close of this little inscription, the first discovery of the
late George Smith, madatu sa mat Sur-ra-a-a mat Si-du-na-a-a
sa

y Ja-u-a apil JHu-um-ri-d amr-har, i.e., “the tribute of the
land of the Tyrians, of the land of the Sidonians, of Jehu
son of Omri, I received.” The reader will also remember
that Israel is called by the Assyrians vuit Humr% ‘ the land of
Ormi.’ {See Geography.) Observe that the Hebrew is

represented in Assyrian by J in Omri’s name.

(5). Ahab; Hebrew ilrjnN, i.e., ‘brother of the father;’

Cuneiform name is Aliahbu, mentioned in the Inscription of
Shalmaneser II, III E, plate 8, column 2, hne 91, where we
read as follows: Sa imSri-su 700 narhahdti 700 Ut-Tml-lu 10,000
salt Sa Ir-lu-li-e ni mat A-mat-a-a 2,000 narkabdti 10,000 salt Sa
A-jid-ab-bu, i.e., “ of Damascus

; 700 chariots, 700 magazines,
10,000 men of ( = belon^g to) Irchuldn of Hamath, 2,000
chariots, 10,000 men of (= belonging to) Ahab.” Ahab is

here named in connection with the battle of Karkara
(854 B.O.), where there were twelve Syro-Phoenician kings
engaged against Shalmaneser, one of whom was Ahab.
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Jehn = Cuneiform name mentioned

along with Hazael of Damascus in the passage cited about

Omri. The inscription relates Imw Shalmaneser, in the

eighteenth year of his reign, 840 B.O,, crossed the Euphrates,

defeated Hazael, capttxred 16,000 warriors, together with

their weapons, toot 1,221 war-chariots, shut Hazael up in

Damascus, destroyed his parks, marched as far as the

mountains of the land of Hauriln, and laid waste cities

without number. And last of all he speaks of the tribute

which the people of Tyre and Sidon and Jehu paid him.

(d). Menahem = QTOiO, 2 Kings xv, 17-23; Cuneiform

name is Meniliimmu

;

mentioned in the 3rd fragment of

Tiglathpileser II (III R 9, line 50), where we read his name
thus: al /Sa-jne-W-na-a-a, i.e., ^‘Menahem of the

city of the people of Samerina,’’ z.e., Samaria. Mr. Rodwelfs

translation in the Records of the Past,” Vol. V, page 48,

line 2, does not help the reader to see that ‘Samirinai’ is

Samaria. The a-a at the end of the proper nouns always

denotes the people of the city to whose name these letters are

added. Menahem is also mentioned on the famous Prism

Inscription of Sennacherib, column 2, line 47, as

&am-‘si~m'Unra’'na--a’-a^ “ M^nhimmS of Samaria.” He here

appears as a vassal of Sennacherib.

(^). Peka]a.= n|25: Cuneiform name = Pa-ha-hu (the same

consonants as in Hebrew, viz., npS) ;
mentioned by Tiglath-

pileser II (III R 10, -fragment 2, line 28). Tiglathpileser

came into the land of Pekah, conquered the northern districts

of Israel, took their inhabitants away to Assyria, and Hoshea

‘‘he appointed over them.” In 2 Kings xv, 29, Tiglathpileser

is named as king of Assyria
;
while in v, 19, Pul is named as

the king. Both names refer to the same person, for there was

no other king of Assyria at this time but Tiglathpileser II

(745-727 B.O.).

(/). Hosea = 2 Kings xv, 30, whose Cuneiform

name is Au8i\ is also mentioned by Tiglathpileser II (III R
10, fragment 2, line 28), where we read, AxisV ana mrridi ana
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Ui-su-nu as-kun^ i.e.^ “Hosliea to the kingdom over them I

appointed.” “ Ten talents of gold, one thousand of silver, I

received from them’’ (the people) ‘‘as their tribute, and to

the land of Assyria I sent.” In Assyrian this name’is -written

with tD; in Hebrew with tt).

2nd*—Kings of Jndali*

(a). Azariah, 2 Kings xv, 2 = in 2 Chron. xxii, 6

Cuneiform name = Azrijad : is also mentioned by

Tiglatlipileser II, who made war against Azariah about 739

B.o. The Inscription, viz.. Ill K, page 9, No. 2, is very much
broken, so that no continuous extract can be given. Line 4

reads, As-ri-ja-u mat Ja-u-di ina^ &c., i.e., “Azariah, king of

Judah in, &c. in fragment 3, line 9, in the same page, his

name reads Az-ri-a-a-ii, The biblical date of this king is

808-757 B.o., which clashes with the date we should take

from the Inscriptions.

(5). Ahaz, 2 Kings xvi, 2 = (biblical date is 742—

727 B.O.). Cuneiform name = Jauhazu; also mentioned by
Tiglathpileser II, after 731 B.o. Bee II E 67, line 61, where
we read Ja^ur-ha-zi mat Ja^-u-da-a-a*

(c) , Manasseh, 2 Kings xxi, 2 Chron. xxxih = ;

mentioned in the Annals of Esarhaddon and in the Annals of

Assurbanipal under the name Menase. In the Annals of

Esarhaddon, III K 16, column v, lines 12, 13, we read,

adrdci-^-ma sarrdni mat Hat^ti u tihamti Ba^a^lu sar mat
San-ri Mi-na-si-^ sar al Ja-ii-diy i,e*, ‘T assembled the kings of

Syria and (of the lands) beyond the sea, Baal king of Tyre,

Manasseh Idng of Judah.” These two lines are also the first

two lines in the important Inscription I E 48, No. 1. Menase
is here a vassal of the Assyrian king. As in many other proper
names, we have here again the Samech in Assyrian for the
Hebrew Shin.

(d) . Hezekiah = and Cuneiform name is

Kazakijau

:

mentioned in the Prism Inscription of Sennacherib,

column 2, line 71, where we read, a-na Ka-za-ki-ja-^ mdt
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Ja-ii,-da^a-a^ ‘‘to Hezekiali, king of the land of Jiidali.” In

column 3, lines 11 and 29, kis name is written Ha-zi-ld-a-'^,

The following is briefly the Biblical account of the war
between Sennacherib and Hezekiah, 2 Kings xviii, 3, 19 :

Sennacherib came up against all the fenced cities of Judah
and took them. Hezeldah sends to Sennacherib to Lachisb,

with the prayer that he should withdraw on the payment of

a tribute. Sennacherib agrees to this; receives 300 talents of

silver and 30 talents of gold, all the silver in Jahveh’s house,

and the king’s house : yet he withdraws not. He sends three

oiflcers, viz., the Tartan, Rabshakeh, and the Rabsaius, to

Hezekiah to make certain proposals. They return to find

their lord at Lachisb, but on the point of besieging Libnah.

Tirljakah, king of ^Ethiopia, comes out against Sennacherib

;

Sennacherib shall not enter Jerusalem nor shoot an arrow

into the city.

The Inscription Account.—Sennacherib tells us ; On hi^

third compaign in 701 B.o., he marched towards the Western

Land, conquered the Plioenician towns, subdued Ascalon and
advanced against Elp-on. The Efaonites had dethroned and
chained their king Padiah, who was on his way to Assyria, and
then had gone over to Hezekiah, king of Judah. The princes

and people of Ekron gave over Padiah to Hezekiah. They did

their dark deed with a feeling of hostility towards Assyria

;

and afterwards the recollection of what they had done caused

them to fear. The kings of Egypt and of -Ethiopia, with their

forces, came to aid the people of Ekron against Assyria, and

within sight of the town of Eltekeh the decisive battle was
fought. “ With the help of Assur my lord,” says Sennacherib,

“with them I fought, and caused their overthrow.” The
cluef men belonging to Egypt and Ethiopia are taken alive

in the midst of the battle. Eltekeh and Timnah are besieged

and taken, and their spoils carried away. He moves north-

wards towards Ekron, puts to death the princes and chief

priests who had handed over the faithful Padiah in chains to

Hezekiah. Their bodies are suspended on stakes round the

city. He counts as spoil the people who had rebelled against
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him, and those who had not rebelled he commanded to be

spared. Padiah is taken out of Jerusalem, whither he had

been brought when handed over by the rebel princes to

Hezekiah, and is set again on his former throne. "Hezekiah,

who had assisted the rebels, Sennacherib now proceeds to

punish. The king of Judah ought not to have received as

prisoner a king who was faithful to Assyria, wlio was ^^lord of

the agreement and the oath of Assyria;” he had not sub-

mitted to the yoke of Sennacherib, and so the Assyrian

monarch takes from the king of Judah forty-six of his strong

cities, castles, smaller towns without number, 200,150 people,

small and great, male and female; horses, bullocks, asses,

camels, oxen, slieep without number, he carries away to

Assyria. Hezekiah himself he shuts up ^‘like a bird in a cage”

in Jerusalem, his royal city. He binds towers round about

the city, and blocks up the great gate so theit the besieged

cannot escape. The ruined cities he hands over to Mitinti,

king of Ashdod, Padiah, king of Ekron, and Silli-bel, king of

Gaza, who were faithful in their allegiance to him, Plezekiah

is overwhelmed with the fearful splendour of the majesty of

Sennacherib. The workmen and the coloured soldiers whom
he had brought into Jerusalem to fortify it he now orders

to carry tribute into Nineveh, the Assyrian royal city, viz.,

30 talents of gold and 800 talents of silver, glass large

precious stones, couches of ivory, fixed thrones of ivory, skins

of elephants, teeth of elephants, esu wood, ku wood (each of

these in abundance), his daughtei', the women of his palace,

the ncm and nardti (some scholars explain these as the male

and female musicians, but as I doubt the correctness of this

explanation, I leave the words untranslated)
;
and to do

homage to Sennacherib he sends his envoy.

Let us compare these two accounts : Sennacherib tells

us why he went up against Hezekiah, viz., because he had
received in chains of iron the faithful Padiah, king of Efaon,

from his rebellious subjects. There is no mention of this in

the Bible. There is also no mention of the town of Lachish

in the Inscription account. The tribute was sent to Lachish

according to the Bible, and according to the Inscription to
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Nineveh. The non-mention of Lacbish by the Assyrian scribe

is, as Mr. Fox-Talbot explains, an omission arising from the

brevity of the Assyrian narrative.

Tlie Biblical account speaks of 30 talents of gold and

300 talents of silver; the Inscription of 30 of gold and

800 of silver. Fox-Talbot regards this as ‘‘an error in the

mannscripts.’* It is, however, nnnecessary to suppose that

there is an error hero at all. Brandis, in his work called

‘‘Das Miinzmass- tmd Gewichts-wesen in Vorderasien bis anf

Alexander den Grossen,’^ Berlin, 1866, says, in page 101^ that

the Assyrian silver talent weighed 16*830 kilogrammes ; on

page 103 he says that the Hebrew silver talent weighed

43*650. Thus the silver talents of the two countries stood

to one another in the proportion of 8 to 3. This, then,

reconciles the seeming contradiction of the two accounts.

On page 98 of this same work he writes :
“ The comparison

of the two accounts” [the one in the Bible and the one

given by Sennacherib^] “ is in the highest degree interesting,

inasmuch as it shows that the Hebrews reckoned according

to the Assyrian gold talent, but according to a different silver

talent, which stood to the Assyrian in the proportion of 8 to 3.'’

Tirl^akah, mentioned in the Biblical account, is the third

king of the XXVth dynasty. Senuacherib speaks of him in

his Annals, and his name, Tarku, frequently occurs in the

Annals of Assurbanipal. Of. V E, column 1, line 53, where

we read, Tar-ku, king of Musur and Kusu. See also lines 78, 83,

and often.

NehucliadnezmT and Ms Successors.

Nebuchadnezzar. This name is written in two ways in

the Bible, viz.: (1) (Jeremiah xxi, 2, and often),

which corresponds to the Babylonian mode of writing the

name, viz., Nab'd-kiidurri-usuT, (2) (2 Kings xxiv,

1, and often). The Babylonian name shows that they kjiew

the name with a Mesh after the Daleth, and not with a Nim;

* Tlaese words in brackets are inserted bj me.
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In I E, plate 65, his name is written in full, Na'-hi-um-lm-durur-

ri-u-sv^ur, Le., ^^Nebo, protect the landmark.” Nah4 is the

god Nebo; htdurnt= ‘a landmark;’ usur is the Imperative

Mood of nasdru, Ho protect.’ In a new fragment of

Nebuchadnez:zar III, written in the Babylonian character,

and pnblished by Mr. Pinches in the Transactions of the

Society of Biblical Archecology,” VoL VII, Part 2, 1881, we
find on the obverse side, line 13, written ideographically,

'Nahu-hudum-mm\ According to the Egibi Tablets his

date is 604-561 B.O.

Evil-Merodach (2 Kings xxv, 27) ; first

known on the Inscriptions through the Egibi Tablets, which

the late George Smith purchased at Baghdad. He was the

only son and successor of Nebuchadnezzar, and has the Baby-
lonian name Am^l-MaTdu\ Merodach’s man. Merodach
is the well-known Babylonian god Marduk. The date of this

king is 561-558 B.O.

Jeremiah xxxix, 3 = Nergalsarezer, son of

Bel’-mm-iskuiii and son-in-law of Nebuchadnezzar. His name
in I R, plate 67, line 1, reads NergaUsar-u-su-'Xir sar Bdbili, i.e.,

Nergal-sar-usur, king of Babylon. His name means ^Nergal,

protect the king.’ His date is 558-554 B.O.

Nahunaidj i,e., ‘Nebo is exalted’ (xiaidu =: AmK I. In

I R, plate 68, column 2, line 19, we read, ja-(ayti NahuHiaid

$dr ondt Bdbili, Le., myself, Nabunaid, king of Babylon.”

Under his rule, 544-537 B.O., Babylon was conquered. Daniel,

chapter 5, tells us that Babylon was conquered under King
Belshazzar. In this same inscription, lines 24-26, we read,

u sa Belvrsar-usuT aplu ris-tu-h si-it lih-bir^ia, Le., ‘‘and of

Belshazzar, my eldest son, the, offspring of my body.” The
words, “the son of the king,” are constantly used in the

annals written in the time of Gyms. Belshazzar was com-
mander of the army in Akkad. Josephus speaks of Belshazzar
“ whom the Babylonians called Nabonidus.” It seems certain,,

therefore, that Belshazzar never reigned, and that his name
only appears in the Bible because the Jews confounded him
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?

1 ^.

witli his father, {See Josephus, ^^Antiquities,” Book 10,

chapter xi, § 2.) We read in the inscription containing an

account of the capture of Babylon by Cyi'us, published by
Mr. Pinchers in the Transactions of the Society of Biblical

Archaeology/’ VoL VI, Part 1, 1880, “The seventh year the

king was in Teva
;
the son of the king, the great men and

his soldiers (were) in Akkad, &c.” Often on this inscription

occurs the words apil sarr% ‘ the son of the king.’ Though
Belshazzar, son of Nabonidus, is not once mentioned by
name, it is evidently he who is meant when the ‘son of

the king,’ who was with the army in Akkad, is spoken of.

Ezra i, (*538-529 B.O.) = Cyrus; Cuneiform names =
Kuras^ Kiirmsu^ Kurm^ &c. On a terra-cotta cylinder of Cyrus,

brought by Mr. Rassam from the excavations at Babylon, we
have the genealogy of the great king, and an account of the

capture of Babylon by him. On lines 20 and 21 the genealogy

of Cyrus is given, and here the name is written Ku-9^a-as, On
the first line of the obverse of the inscription his name is

Ku-'vas,

==: Darius, son of Hystaspes (Ezra iv, 5; Plaggai i;

Zechar. i, 1) ;
Cuneiform names = Da-ri-ia^nus^ Da-ri-ia-iis,

Da-A-nm-su^ &c.

Ahasuerus, of the Book of Esther, generally

identified with Xerxes, has Cuneiform name Hin'arsa.

Ezra, 5, 14, &c. = Artaxerxes
; Cuneiform

names = ArtaMatsu and Ao^taMasu,
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APPENDIX.

Note 1.—The student may consult with great j)rofit a worlc

by Professor Kanlen, of Bonn, entitled, Assyrien nncl

Babylonien nach den neuesten Eutdecknngen:” Freiburg

imBreisgan, 2iid edition, 1882. We refer him particularly

to chapter vi, which treats of the decipherment of the

Cuneiform Inscriptions.

Note 2.—On see Delitzsch’s Wo lag das Paradies f’

p. 182 ;
and on and see the same work,

pp. 233, sqq.

Since writing the above Essay, I learn from my friend

Mr. Pinches that certain texts, evidently written at an early

epoch, show the proper use of the cases, viz, :

—

Nominative= w(m); Genitive = ^(m); Accusative = a(m).



TABLET OF AS S U RBAN I PAL,

RECORDING THE FLIGHT OF ELAMITE PRINCES TO ASSYRIA.

Obverse or First Side. (K, 2867.)

I.

2 .

a - na -Icii D .P. Assiir - ban! - pal sar

I Assiio^'hanipal king

3.

T ->f4 ^ ' -[V]
sit lib - bi D.P. Assur - - iddiria sar mat Assur

proceediny from the body of Esarhaddon^ king of Assyria

^rrr t «< ^ r— -

lib - bal - bal D.P. Sin- aliS - irba (?)

offspring of Sennacherib

V 4 <r^
iiTi Assnr iiu B61n ilini is - di isn knssi

the god Assicr, the god Bel^ the gods the foundation of the throne

s. -f r- <iir ^ ^
iiu B^lit nmmii iMni rabM ki - ma timnni

the goddess B^ltis, mother of the great gods^ like the mother

6. .>f «< .>f I <M J?f -Xn} tm?
iiu Sin iiu Samas ina an - ni - sn - nn Id - ^ - ni ari^ti - u

the god Sin, the god Samas in their grace continual, month

is - ta

7. c:^T -mr p r— v ogrm m <r- v, r t

iixi Marduk apkalli iMni sa ki - bit - su la ut - tak - ka - ru si -mat

the god Merodaoh, prince of the gods, whose commands are not changed, destiny . . . ... .
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8. or-TH r- <m i w
iiu Nabu clup - sar giin - ri aji - zi ni-m6- ki - su sa i - ram mu

the *god Neho, the scnbe of alt, he who possesses his wisdom, which lie iMes

9. ->f t<rT^ r? <y- v*"':./.
iiu Is - tar a - si “ bat aiu Arba - ili ka - bit - ti ildni rabM sil - la - sa taba

the goddess Istar^ dwelling in the city of Arlela^ the mighty one of . the great gods, her good protection

10. ^4- <^yy try? tlTf ^ ^ -tl y -•r;;
;

_
;

^
iiu Nergal dan - clan - ni iMni dun - iiii zik - ru - tii ^-mn-ki la sa-na~an

the god Nergal, the strong one of the gods, the strength, manliness, strength without compare

11. t^TT 4 -IH T? T- -+ »=T? < <M <1-

Ill - tn si - fe.i
- ri - ia il§,ni rabuti a - sib sam-S ii irsi - tini si-ma-ti i - si -[mu]

from my youth icp the great gods dwelling in heaven and earth, the destinies fixed

12. <M iw 5=r? m ^r? i ^ s
ki - ma abi ba - ni - ^ d - rab - bn - in - ni al - ka - kat - e -su-nn si - ra - a - ti ...

like the father my begetter they 7mde me great, their supreme paths

n- f^yyyt ^yy .y- m ^yy ^yy< <y^ m yy -^y -4- ->y< “^yy <y4= im < -ti
d - lam -m^-du - in - ni 6 - pis kabli n ta^§,zi di-ku-nt a-na-an- ti si - di - rn-u . . .

they taught me the making of fight and battle, the gathering together of opposition, ordering . . .

14. tyjgyy^t^yy V <*=y^-m j:^yy 4 -yy<y i^yy yy<y^ ^j:yy -j^yy >-y<y^-

d - sar - bn -11 kakki - ia ^li am^iu nakri - ia sa nl - tu si -y- ri - ia a- di ra -bi- ia ig um
they made great my weapons against mine enemies, loho from my youth to my nwdurity had been hostile to me.

15. i^<y5JN^ <T^^yyj^ ^y->y< y o^TCif v -sy -y<y^&yy->f
i - di -nn di - ^ - ni it - ti D.P. Ur - ta - ki sar mat Elamti sa la ag - ru -n-su ig - ra -an-ni

they delivered judgment against Urtaki, king of Elam, who (though) I was not hostile to him was hostile to me,
i

16. <M»=ry‘^<ry <T>-<y-i 4>ffyy<t^^ ^-^ytsc-^yy ^yiinj^i yy <rj^=

ki-^-mu-n-a abikta-su is-ku-nu im-S^a- su pa-na- as - su id -ru-du-su a- di mi-

by my means(?) his overthrow they caused, they smote his front, they drove him\ to \the border of his country~\
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ma(?) satti sxi-a-tu lim-ni li -hal- li - ku nap-sat- su ip - K -du-sti a-na mat Nugia a- sar la

*in that year hy an evil omen (i) they destroyed his life, they appointed him to Hades, a place not

18.

Hb-bi ilslni rabllti beli - ia ill i-nn- Ta]j

the heart of the great gods my lords was not quiet,

V ^ -II ->!< I

ul ip “ sa!y. sa e - zn - zu ka-bat-ti bfelu-ti-su

was not happy
^

lohicJi strengthened (?) the honour 0) of his dominion

19. ^ -.£11 5^T <if ^ I ty? <M ^ s:y^ c^y £1 <11 ^yyyt: -y<y^»M
saiTU" ns - sn is - Id - pn pali -sii g - ki-mii mat Elamti d -sal-kii - a sa-nam(?)

his kingdom they omrthreio, his dynasty they took away, the dominion of Elam they caused to take, and to another (?

)

20. y^y « ?$ y©yy « ^ y ^y ^y -yy<y -m yiHj£yyy<li o ^y mi
Um -man- i -gas . Um -man - ap - pa Tam-ma- ri - tu mar^ni Ur - ta - ki sar mat Elamti

UmmaQiigas, Vmmanappa, Tammaritu, sons of Urtald, king of Elam,

21. im m m
Ku-dur- Til

Kudurru,

y ^ iin <

Pa - ni - n

Earn,

y»-

mardni

sons of

ym « ^ ’^TT ^
Uin -man- al - da - si sarri

Ummanaldas, the king

y? IH ^ m T iiy [<M]
a - lik pa - id Ur - ta - ki

who preceded. Urtaki

60 zerii sarri ina la

sixty of the seed of the king,

y>- iS^

me - ni amsiu sab^ni kasti

without number archers,

^ y». -^y ty? V
mai'Sni ba - ni - 6 sa mat Elamti

sons, begotten OQies of the land of Elam

Reverse or Second Side.

23- -^y ^ ^yy yy y ^y *^yyy <!<! j^y i *f'

la pa -an da-a-ki Te-nm-man a^ abi-sn-nn in -nab- tu - nim-ma is-ba-tn §6p^ sarni[tia]

before the lulling of Teumman, the hrothei^ of their fatlm% they fled a^id took the feet of my majesty

24. <5=y^-m - 5-1 yy ^ ^yy <t-^ 4>yf ry -4-1— i + <t- ^ly -4- ^ryyr yy tyyyp<TeMi
nl - tn ina isn knssi abi ba-ni - ia il - si - bn iiu Ramm^nn znnni-sn li -mas-si - ra iia E -a n -pat[ti-rn]

/rom [the time ivlien^ on the throne of the father my begetter they set (me), the god Rimmon has let loose his rains, the god Ea has set free
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25 . ^ >:<yy yy< tf I < Sff -IK
kistati - ma

the groves and

26. j^m <t ->!< iH ]>

ta - lit - ti nSsi

the hringer forth of lions

27, - ?:yirft -<6 ^>y< 5=y^

ina 11 -Iml-ti alpi

as food^ oxen^

isTi kani sii - si - 6 us - 16 - li - pu la i -su-u ni - ri - bu ...

the reeds of the plains they caused to sprout forth^ there xoas no passage . . .

<ir tm <T-^ ^ ET - -t] n r- >-r<^ t?-&r (?) : .:,

ki - rib si - in i - sir -ma ina la - a - ni ik - nin

in the midst of them directed^ and without number

< rn- M m tin er --tt

si - S ni u a-mS- lu - ti in - na - ad - rn - ma e - zi - zii - turn (?) ...

sheep and men they were destroyed and

28. <f:y^ ^ r? n 5=mf: ^yyyc ;Ly .^gy 5^ j= -^y ;gy w y». y? y>- ygiy

bn - nl s^ri ka - a - a - an il - sam - ka - tn i - tab - ba - kn dfi^mi a - mS - In - ti

the beast of the desert constantly caused they to fall, they poured forth the blood of men

29. <M £y :r: -:!:y^^yy := m :

ki-ma tap - di - ^ iiu Nei'gal tab - kat sa-lam- tu amsiti beli alpi ti [si - ^ - ni]

like the onsets the god Nergah the pouring forth of the corpses of dead men, of the oxen and sheep

30. ^ ^y<y m
i - bak - ku - 11

they slew Q)

31. ^^^^y^y^fe<y
i - sa - ap - pi - dii

they

m 5i=igiJT>- m ^r<M<T5^= v -er -y-..y<y^

amSiu ri’i am^iu na - Id - di sa la ab - bi - ik

the shepherds., the herdsmen lohom I had not slain (?)

SIT ^ir T-

da - ad -

the abodes

nr - rn n mn - sn

day and night

32 . HI' sen yv«- V r? >m -W ^ aCT m
ip - sit n^si sa - a - tn -nn ik - bn - nim -ma

the work of those lions they told to me, and

33- >—
T- ->y< -y<y^ -mi m m

ina m6 - ti - ik gir - ri - ia ki •-rib

in the course of my expedition^ loithin
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34. T? ->!< I

- na - a - ti- sii-uu

their families

u - par- ri - ir

I Iroke to pieces

35-
A WA

nisi

the people

-tyrr- m'-r
a - si - bu - tu aMni [am^u]

inhabiting the cities

36. ^ j y 5^
ina b - - su sa mar&ai sar

at that time of the sons of the king

37- -^T 4>yf v
sA ul - tu

who out of

On the Left Edge, Right-hand part.

r- I V
ina rig -mS-sn-nu

with their voices

^ur - §a - a - ni

the forests

-r<K ^ inr t;iT

ik - ta - na - lu - du

they enclosed (?) the

clTfc ET ti4

i\ -ma- am [s&i]

wild beast \of the desert)

.

On the Left Edge, Left-hand part.

. . - tak - kil - an - ni

. . trusted to me^

T? 45 ^ <f=^ <M
ik - ba - a sa - pa - a^ Elamti

he ordered the evacudtion of Elam.
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NOTES,

1. anaka = 1st pex*sonal pronoun. Cf. tlie Hebrew form. The

final u is long : in proof of this see the Sumerian hymn
in Hanpt’s ‘‘Akkadische nnd Keilschrift-texte/' line 15

{a-na-hu-u)^ and lines 17 and 19 (ana-h(.--u).

Assurha7iipaL f is the determinative prefix before the

names of persons. >“>f-
= ilu^ ‘ god.’ Gf. is

the god‘Assur (an ideograph), and by these characters

as his ideograph the god is represented eiBilutabu

‘the kind, good god.’ is an ideograph for aplu or

mdru^ ‘ a son ;
’ is an ideograph for hanu^ ‘ to beget.’

Hence from these ideographs we get the name Assur-

hani-pal^ which means ' the god Assnr has begotteii a son.’

Mt; cstr. state of sai'vu^ ‘a king.’ Cf. the Hebrew
The character in line 1 is a frequent ideograph for

Another ideograph is Sumerian =-• Mr,

2. sit^ >^5 is an ideograph for asu^ ‘to go out.’ Cf, Hebrew

See 84, where we find that this character =
a-svru, i.e., asA, From this verb we have the noun

cstr. sity which means ‘ offspring.’

lihhu = heart. Cf, or better, the form This

phrase is common on the tablets. The Assyrians speak

of the offspring of the heart, whereas we speak of the

offspring of the body :
‘ sprung from the body of.’ Of, for

tins phrase the Inscription of Assurbanipal, 5 E, column 2,

lines 70, 78, &c. With the use of the verb asu, or the

noun derived from it, in this sense, of the Hebrew phrase

in Gen. xvii, 6, . With in Hebrew we find

and as in Assyrian we have lihhu Gk)-
F
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Ashir-alyii'-iddina == Esaxliaddon. Cf. ;
spoken

of in I E 48: Esarliaddon, king of Assyria, son of

Sennacherib, king of Assyria. So in onr inscription,

we have the determinative, then tlie two chalracters for

the god Assnr
;
the next character, >iy., is an Assyrian

abbreviation for ajiu (HM), ‘brother/ and >— an abbre-

viation for iddina^ which is from nnddnUj * to give/ The

meaidng of his name is, ‘the god Assnr has given a

brother/

mdtu = land. Cf, S^ 302; in Akkadian mdiu =s km\ Cf, the

Chaldee word Its plural = matdtL

3. lihbalhcd must mean ‘ offspring ’ also. Observe the redupli-

cation in the word. The word Uhlihhu, also having a

reduplication, has the same meaning, viz., ‘ offspring.’

(&<? Inscription of Tiglathpileser I, column 7, line 55.)

The word lihhalhal is one that often occurs in the

Inscriptions. See particularly plate 2 of III E. Tablet I

of Sargon, sixth year, reads in line 3, Uh^-hal-haL And so

often on this plate.

Sin-ali&-irl)a (?) = Sennacherib The first two

characters stand for the moon-god Sin; mtli the sign

of the plural number, viz., we read ‘brothers.’

Assyriologists are not agreed as to how to read the last

character, ^dz., It has been hitherto held that we
are to read irha^ from rahu, ‘ to increase,’ for which word

• this character is an ideograph. Others consider that

some such word as eodhu is to be sought for here. What
the word is for which su is ideograph has yet to be

found; and until the meaning of su has been determined,

the explanation of the name Sennacherib must be con-

sidered as undetermined.

4. The first two characters = the god Assur; the following

three represent the name of the god B^lu, B^l. Bel

is the exalted one, the father of the gods. Cf» the

Hebrew name in Isaiah xlvi, 1. The plural of ilu =
ilctuL Cf. in Hebrew.
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isdu = foundation. Identical with this is the Hebrew
”
1^ 1^. IMi (or isid) kussi occurs often; see, e.g., th.Q

passage referred to by Lotz, viz., II E 38, 32a, where wo
read, Isdi kussi ahiSu. In this passage it is represented

by its ideograph Se^ the 'remarks on Hebrew

Lexicogi-aphy in regard to the word kusm= .

5. Belit; wife of Bel, and mother of the gods.

«OT?mt= the Hebrew C3l^, ‘mother.’ The word is un-

doubtedly from a root tDOW. It is here represented by

its ideograph. The Akkadian for ^inwrn is a-ma.

Cstr, = um.

rahd, plural mhuti = great. With this may be compared

the Hebrew in the compound rvord 21,
in

pausa 21= many, much, great. In the text it is repre-

sented by its ideograph. See II E 1, No. 123.

khna= ‘like,’ as corresponding to the Hebrew 5-

6 . Sin is the moon-god, the national god of the old town of

Ur. The character <« is also the representative of the

numeral 30. Hence the god Sui, according to this

ideograph, is the god of 30 (days), or a month: the

month-god.

Sernas is the Hebrew ‘sun,’ the sun-god; is also

an ideograph for nmu (Ql''),
‘ day.’ Thus Samas is the

god of dag, i.e., the sun. Worshipped in Sippar.

anni-Sunu — their grace; annu = Hebrew pH, the root

of the Assyrian word is pH i
the a is I 3 ;

sunu is 3rd

plural maso. suffix.

i.e.. Uni, is an adjective agreeing in case with anni

;

its root is p2 ,
and connected vnth this it must mean

‘faithful, constant.’ Nebo is the Unu aUu of Merodach.

7 . apkallu, or apgallu, is most hJeely from^ the Akkadian,

meaning, ‘ great father.’ See an interesting note on this

word by Mr. Pinches in the ‘‘Trans. Soc, Bib. Arch.,

Vol. VII, Part 2
,
1881, in his article entitled “A new

Fragment of the History of Nebuchadnezzar III.”

F 2
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Marduh = the god Merodach, in Hebrew See this

name of the god in the compound name Merodach-

Baladan, This god is the herald of the gods, the apkallu^

and the first-born son of the god Ea. •

sa- .w = literally ‘ which his,’ whose.

Of the Hebrew ciistom of joining the relative pronoun

to the suffix of the following noun, nee Gescnius’s

Grammar, § 123.

Idhit^ for MUt^ and this from ^ order, or command;’

IpiUt is the form of the word used before suffixes. Kihiu^

from a verb hahu, Cf. the Aramaic verb

uttahharUj from the vei'b naMru, Ho change,’ II, 2 (z.a.,

Iftaal), present
;

naMom means ‘ to tear down, to

change:’ whence nakru^ ‘an enemy.’ The root

means ‘to be strange, hostile.’ Cf. the Hebrew; also

the -^thiopic nakara in II,
^ ^ peregnnum invenit, and

adjective naMr = aliemts.

la is the adverb of negation. Cf, Hebrew
;
also the

Syriac ?a, and Chaldee

simat is construct state of simtu, ‘ fate or destiny.’ The root
Jsi

^
is Ho fix, to appoint.’ Simtum^\\\& Arab, .

8. Nabu is god Nebo, the originator of the art of writing,

and hence called in our text dupsar gimri. Cf.

dicpsao\ cstr. of dnpmrm. See Hebrew Lexicography on

this word.

gimm^ totality (GesammtJieit)

;

from a root Ho be

complete.’ Cf, the JEthiopic gamara and the Syriac

gemdr, ^peTfeetum et integrum esse* Construct state of

gimru is gimir,

ujizi

;

root is tllN, ‘ to seize, possess.’ Here in the construct

state before oiimeld, ‘ wusdom.’ Bel nimeU, i,e., ‘ the lord

of wisdom unfathomable,’ is a title of the god Ea. In

the great Nebuchadnezzar Inscription published in I R,

plates 59-64, we read in column I, line 7, a-hi4z ni-me-kiy

Hhe possessor of wisdom.’
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rdmu, ‘ to love root is the Arabic here Kal,

3rd person singular. The plural is iramu,

9. Ista7% Astarte. In the Inscriptions we read of Istar sa

Ninita^ and fHar sa Arha^-ili^ i,e., ‘ Istar of Niniveh, and

Istar of Arbela;’ and on an inscription of Esarhaddon

(marked No. 15, and found 19th July, 1880), line 5, in

column 1, wo read, >->f* ^ iMar

Sa BdbiUf ^ Istar of Babylon.’

asibat, cstr. state of the word asihutu, fern. part, of the

maso. asibiCy which is Kal of the verb asdhu, ‘ to dwell.’

Cf. with this verb the Hebrew

Arba-Hlu = Arbela
;
the two characters mean fow-^ gocL

We know from our text and from other inscriptions that

Istar was worshipped there.

Kahittu; fern, of haht2i; ^ heavy, honourable, mighty.’

§iUa; accusat. of sillu, ^ shadow, protection Cf. sa is

here the third feminine singular suffix. Tahi = good.

Cf. niio.

10. dandannu, a reduplicated form from dAunu, ‘ mighty.’ In

this text we have had one other such form, viz., lihhalhal.

Zihvuiu; abstract noun from zikaru, ‘manly, male,’ as

opposed to female. The Hebrew adjective is

female = dnnistu.

dunnu, ‘ strengtt. undoubtedly connected with danctnu,

‘to be strong, powerful.’

emwAw, ‘might, forces.’ Root pa«4. Schrader correctly

compares with this word the Hebrew ‘to be deep

emuhi is originally ‘ the deep.’

la sanan; a common phrase in the Inscriptions. See

Delitzsch, in Lotz’s “ Tiglathpileser,” on the phrase,

page 102.
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Nergal is described in this line as the strong one of the

gods, whose manly strength is without compare. See

Delitzsch, in his edition of Smith’s “ Chaldean Genesis,”

pp. 274-276, on the name of tliis god. •

.1.1. ovA of;’ a proposition common in Assyrian.

§%ivu = ‘ youth ;’ from the adjective ?ihru, ‘ small, young.’

To it is added the 1st singular suffix ta or a. Boot is

‘ heaven.’ C/. The 6' is here ph(.)notic com-

plement
; >->f-

is ideograpli for ^7u as well as mmu.

ir^itu,
‘ earth.’ Cf. ; tim or ti is phonetic complement.

ishnu; Kal, 3rd plur. masc. sdmu, ‘ to fix.’ Cf. Hebrew

12. ahu, ‘father’ = 1^; is ideograph for ahu; here in

genitive.
.

ha-ni-6, i.e., han6

;

genitive case {ef. same, which is also

genitive, like irsiti), from hanu = ‘begetter.’ The verb

hanu = ‘ to build, create, beget.’ With the verb of. HiS.

urabhih-inni

;

from ralii,
‘ to be great,’ the Piel form, which

is causative of H^l, and means ‘to make great;’ here in

3rd plur. masc. with inni, the 1st singular suffix.

plural fern, of stru, ‘ exalted, supreme.’ The form

is jii. (/Sfie Plaupt’s “Smneiische Familion-Gesetze,”

page 5, note 3.)

alhaMti. I translate this word paths. It occurs in IV R,
plate 15, line 60,where we have al-korha-a-ti si-bit-ti su-nu.

13. ulamniMu-inni ; IdV, ‘ to learn ;’ here the 3rd plur. masc.
with 1st personal suffix.

epis

;

verb priynce gutiuralis, from eptsu, ‘to make.’
Participle = ejmu; Present = Sppus

;

Imperfect = epus.

kabii and ta^zi are here ideographs. See for kahli, S'* 88,
or II R, 1, 87 ; and for tahasi, see II R, 2, 291, whore we
have ta-ha-lsuf Construct of hablu is ha-bal.

dikuia; abstract noun; from daku, ‘ to gather;’ dikut is in
construct state. The root is 1

:3^.
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anantu; a synonym of iukmitu, II R, 2 9, 53 ; and IV R, 2 6, 1 3,

where we have diM (not dim) anantum. (Commimicated
to me by Mr. Pinches.)

sidiru
*

‘ to order, arrange.’ Cf. Chaldee "^'^D = Hebrew
^ to set ill a row.’ Sidru == ‘ arrangement.’

14. umrhxi; from mha, ‘to be groat;’ here it is the Schapliel,

or causative form, imperfect 3rd plur. masc., ‘to cause

to be great, make great.’

kakkia; the plural of kahku^ with the 1st person pronominal

suffix ia or a, Kakku means ‘ a weapon
;

’ im is a

determinative prefix
; t:y Jgf is the usual ideograph for

this word.

eli; preposition, ‘ against.’ Cf. with it the prepositions in

Hebrew and Arabic, viz., h)) and .

nakm, with the determinative prefix cmeUy ‘ man ’ =
‘eneiny;’ nakrta ‘mine enemies.’ Cf in line 7 the

verb nakCiru^ ‘ to be hostile.’

m; the Assyrian relative pronoun; acli = Latin cum.

Tahxi; this is here the exact contrary of sihiona^ and must

mean maturity. “ITO = email, young and so rahu =
‘ great, mature.’

15. d6nu^ or cZwm, ‘judgment, council;’ in our text syllabically

written. Its ideogi^aph is <^1^. Cf the Contract Tablets

in III R, plate 46, lines 18, &c., where dmu is a word of

frequent occurrence. Cf further with this word the

Hebrew judgment. So also in the Chaldee, in

Syriac ;
in iEthiopic dam = damnatio, judicium, &c.

idinu; verb medice Vav, imperfect Kal, 3rd plur. masc., from

ddnu, ‘ to judge ;
’ here used with a cognate accusative.

itii; a preposition, ‘with’ = in Hebrew.

Uiiaki; also mentioned in the Annals of Assurbanipal,

VR, column 3, line 44, where we read of “Ummanigas,

son of Urtaki, king of Elam,’’
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agrii; a verb from gdni, ^to be hostile;’ related to the

Hebrew root ^5 ;
m is 3rd person verbal suffix, and

mini is 1st pronominal suffix.

16. Umua must mean something like ‘by my means;’ a is

probably the 1st person pronominal suffix.

ahiUu^ ^ overthrow the above two characters are its usual

ideograph. Along Avith inlmn^ thus, inkun ahikta-su^ it

is a common phrase in the historical inscriptions. See

Lote’s “ Tiglathpileser,” page 114.

iskunu; iiom mkihm^ ‘to cause, make;’ imperfect Kal, 3rd

plur. masc. Schrader compares 1^5 and Haupt

imliasu; imperfect I, 3rd plur., from inaf^dm^ ‘to fight,

smite.’ Its Ifteal, amdahUs^ occins often.

panassii == panaPsu. Cf\ IV R 53, 15, where Ave read,

Pna pa-na-at nisi
;
pandtu is ‘ the front, the face ;

’ su or

su is 3rd pronominal suffix singular.

idrudu-m; 3rd plur. masc., imperfect Kal, from a root

darddii; may be connected with the root TltO, whose
root-meaning is ‘ drive, force,’ If this be so, then

idrudil = itnidu. Smith translates it, “ they drove him
to [the border of his country].”

17. sattu; the above three characters, onu, an^ na^ are its ideo-

graph ; sattu = santu^ ‘ year.’ Cf, the HebreAv HSU?.

suatu; demonstrative pronoun sing. = ‘that.’ Plural is

suatunu. >->-< = nahu (II R 7, 37^, A), or we may take

>— as the preposition ina^ >-< (with which every omen
in the portent-tablets begins), as meaning omen. The
characters however are much too closely written in

the original to allow of their being separated.

limnu; adjective = ‘evil, wicked;’ its feminine is limuttu

= limuntu. Status cstr. = limun.

iihalliku; Piel, imperfect 3rd plur., from fialdhu^ ‘to

destroy.’

napsatsu. Cf, ‘soul;’ napistu, cstr, napsat, is Assyrian

word. Su is 3rd masc. suffix.
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ij)kidu» With this word I compare IpQ, 'to decree^

hand over, punish.’ Cf, further the Syriac jiissit^

imperavit.

Nugia, Le*y Hades, is explained as wsit la tara% ‘ the land

whence is no return.’ Cf. with this the well-known
"Descent of Istar to Plades,” line 1, where we read,

a-na mat Nii-gi-ay i.e., " to the land, &c.” JSfu is the

Aldcadian negative particle
;

has the ideographic

value tdrUy ‘ to return,’ so that Nugia means non-
return.’

aSar; cstr. state of aSrUy 'place.’ Cf. Aramaic the

Syiiac (iZ(, the Arabic
J,\,

and the iEthiopic
‘ veMigiurnJ

18. from na/m, 'to rest, be quiet’ Verb Medics Vav, Kal

imperfect 3rd sing. masc. Cf. in Hebrew.

ipsah

;

from pamhu, ' to be happy, be quiet.’ Cf. iEthiopic

diAUrhj and Syriac ‘Jdlarisy beatiis fuiC

ezuzxiy 'to strengthen;’ connected, I imagine, with izzuy

'strong.’ The root is ttV*

hahattu mecy rn^d^XL 'honour,’ or perhaps like {helad)^

amplitudo.

helutUy 'dominion, kingdom;’ formed from Mhiy 'lord.’

19. sarrusBU = samit-BU = sarruti-su = sarruti-su = ' his king-

dom
;

’ formed from sarrUy ' king,^

iskipUy for iskipu

;

from mkdpity ' to overthrow.’

palisu, ' his reign or dynasty is the usual ideogi'am

for palu, ' reign.’ Probably of Akkadian origin.

SkimUy 'to take away.’ Cf. IV E, column 3, line 116,

where we read, a-na S-kim ma-Jha^-zi m-iat ildni rahuti, "in

order to take away the towns, the seats of the great

gods.^’ Here it is Kal 3rd plur. masc.

usalku

;

Schaphel, from the root ‘ to take,'

imperfect 3rd plur. masc.
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kt-\jtam-ma\. If the last character in the line be narn, the

word may be 5^a-na?n-[w«], ‘to another/ Nominative,

sanumma; genitive, mnimma; accusative, Sanmima; is

the usual indefinite pronoun for ‘another/ h^gend ein

andrer,

20. Uimianigas. Cy. V R 3, 44, in the Inscription of

AssurbanipaL Ummanappa is not mentioned in V R.

Tammaritu (V R 3, 48), called aha-su ‘ the

brother, thhd in rank/ (So Delitzsch.) Our text seems
to favour the translation made by Smith, ‘the third

brother/ Tammaritu ascended the throne of Elam
after Ummanigas (V R 4, 3~4).

21. In V R 4, 110-113, we are told that “in his seventh
expedition, Assurbanipal directed his march against

Ummanaldas, king of the land Elam/'

alik^ from aldku^ ‘to go/ Cf. Hebrew Participle =
alihu. Together -with pam* {cf, it means ‘to go

before, precede/

22. ziru = y'lt, ‘ seed, offspring/ Its ideograph is See

Sayce^s Grammar on the mode of reckoning current

among the Assyrians.

ina la mmi; literally ‘in not number,’ without number,

{y.the Hebrew phrase, "IQDD li?, Jobix, 10; inala^

the Hebrew See further, Ewald’s Syntax,
§ 286^.

sdbdni; plural of sabu, whose ideograph is ‘men,

warriors.’ Cf. with this word the iEthiopio sdbdH,

‘ bellatoi\ bellicosus! The plural is sdbdni, not sdbt

(Eotz, “ Tiglathpileser I,” 101.)

MkL Cf. ‘bow;’ sabdni IpaHi = ‘men of the bow/
archers. KaHu, cstr. hamt^ plur. kasdii = ‘ bow.’

hani-ii; the e is phonetic complement, showing us that

we are to read bane, not bant

;

from the root hand, ‘ to

beget, build.’
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23. Ict'^pa'-an;

Rei^erse Side*

preposition = before. Gf. '’55^.

(Mku,» ‘ to Ml.’ A verb medice Vav of tbe root

Here it is a nomen actionis.

Tenmman; also mentioned in Annals of Assurbanipal,

V R, colnmn 3. His brother Urtald, who preceded him

on the throne of Elam, committed suicide. Tenmman
had always been a bitter enemy of Assyria^ and “ the

leader in every action against her interests.” On this

portion of Assyrian history I would refer the reader to-

the short history of Assyria by the late George Smith,

pp. 155-160.

abisunu; from aim, ‘ father
;

’ with 3rd plural pronominal

suffix. Cf. the Hebrew 1^.

innahtunimma = innahtuni + ma ; ti’om ahdtu, ‘ to flee

Niphal 3rd plural (full form) masc. (See Haupt,

“ Snmerische Familien-Gesetze,” page 10) ;
ma is the

conjunction and.

i§batn; from sabdtu, ‘to seize, lay hold of;’ imperfect Ifal,

3rd plur. masc. Last edition of Gesenius gives ITOIt

in Chaldee, perhaps ‘seize with the hand.’ This is

undoubtedly the meaning of the root in Assyrian.

sip-d, ‘foot.’ The ff on the right-hand side of the character

is a dual sign. The laying hold of the feet was a token

of submission.

24. us-lIA; a verbprmce Vav (lUil), imperfect Ifal, 3rd plural,

from (ddbu, ‘ to sit, dwell.’ Here it means “ they (the

gods) set me.” This can only be the 3rd plural;

3rd singular and 1st singular = usib.

JRammdnu (>->^- */) is the god Rimmon. The

root is tDIDl, ‘to strike.’ Cf. the hymn to Rimmon in

IV R 28, 18, where we read, ana sdgimiSu, ana ramimisu.

He is the Thunder-god. As the root is DQ“I, I prefer

the view that Rimmon is the hurler of the thunderbolt.
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If we take the root to be Qll, Rimmon is the ‘high

and exalted god.’ {See Delitzsch, in “Chaldaische

Genesis,” page 269.)

zunnu, ‘rain;’ literally ‘water of heayen.’ is Meograph

for water, and -4- foi’ sdmu, ‘heaven;’ so that .->f-
=

min, i.e., water + heaven, water from heaven.

urmSsira; Piel, imperfect, from maMru, ‘to let loose,’

ujiatltim]; thus I complete the word; also Piel, imperfect,

from patdru, ‘to set free.’ Boot is ItflD (Joi), ‘to split,

cause to burst forth.’

25. kistuti; plural of IdStu, ‘grove;’ in the text is the ideograph

with plm-al sign.

^ni {see on Hebrew Lexicography); plural of kawA, ‘a

reed.’ is its ideograph.

msS, ^ plains plural of sum. Cf. Haupt’s A. S. K./’

p. 33, No. 771, with II R, 8, 30c, d.

ustelipit; Schaphel, imperfect 3rd plur. masa, from the

root ‘to pierce;’ in text = ‘cause to sprout forth.

Cf. II R 36, 66-68, where we have e-U'-2>u; e-^li-pu Sa isu;

ulrlvrpu; elipu sa isu == ‘ to sprout forth, of wood.’

nirilu, ‘ passage

a

noun, with preformative Nun, from

er^hu, ‘to enter.’ The root of the verb is

26. talitti = talidti; from alddu, ‘to bear, bring forth’ = ‘the

bringer forth; German, GahClrmn^ A noun, with pre-

formative Tau, from a verb primce Yod.

n^s%, dions.’ jjy is the ideograph for halbu dog;’

-SI is an ideograph for mhu, ‘great.’ The two

characters together form ideograph for neH, ‘ lion ;’
i.e.,

‘lion’ = great + dog, i.e., ‘the great dog.’ Cf. with this

word the Arabic ;
‘lioness ’ = neUum. Cf.

kioib-sin; Mrib is a preposition, ‘in the midst of, wdthin’

(^105 and sin is 3rd plur. fern. suflSx.

mf, for amru, ‘to direct.’ Verbpnmce Vav imperfect Kal.

Cf. Hebrew
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27. xihiltUy ‘food;’ from aMlu, ‘to eat.’ {Cf. ^5^0 Cf. II

R

60, reverse, line 48, minu uTmltoka^ ‘what is thy food?’

Alp% plural of alpiu ‘an ox.’ Cf,

i.e., §6n% ‘sheep, small cattle.’ Cf. (Klemvieli).

ameluti; plural of amelu^ ‘man/ a word borrowed from

Sxxmerian rmdu ; in Kassiti man = meli

;

in Akkadian
lu (evidently a shoi'tened form).

imadnVma; ma is the enclytic: imiadru is Niphal form

of addm (o/. the form mnahtfl, from abdtu)^ used of

the afSiction of the moon-god. (Haupt, “ Keilschrift-

texte,” pp. 76 and 77, line 2, na-an’-dur-su, which

Professor Delitzscli translated Bedrangniss, and derived

from a verb adaom, ‘ to fear, afSict.’) Our word is 3rd

plur. masc. We may translate, ‘ they were afflicted, or

oppressed.’

edzutUf ‘resting place;’ perhaps connected with nazetzu.

28. ifiZ = ‘ beast.’ Cf* C/. Delitzsch’s “Lesestiicke,”

page 79, line 4, where we read, hu-ul sm u->ma-am 5m.

§67% ‘ desert scriptio plena = i.e., sevu, Cf, the
^ C

Arabic B-ot to be confounded with siTi% ‘exalted.’

II R 8, 27, c d, gives = si-^-rum,

Mn

;

generally translated ‘ always, constantly.’ Cf, Y R,

column 2, line 3.

xmTnkatu; Schaphel, imperfect 3rd plur. masc., from

‘ to fall.’ Cf the Arabic laiU •

itahhahu; from tabdhu^ ‘to pour forth.’ Cf, S®, 35-37,

where we have three synonyms, viz.; sapaku^ tahaku,

sardlm; here it is Piel, imperfect 3rd plur. masc.

< = ddmiy ‘ blood’ See S^, 223.

29. tapdi; noun from padu, a synonjun of dsu, ‘to come, or

rush forth.’ Cf iTTlSj ‘to loose.’ Tap-du-d occurs in

K 2329, reverse, as given by Mr. Pinches in his “ Texts

in the Babylonian Wedge-Y^riting,” plate 20, line 4*
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salamtu; synonym of pagru ‘a corpse/ Cf. V R
3; 8, where we have sa-lam-ta-su,

30. ihahhu; from halm (cf, to weep/ Here Pi^I, ‘ cause

to weep/ and then perhaps ^to slay/ AhUli is Niphal,

1st person singular. It occurs in a bilingual list after

ddhu, ‘to kill/ and rapdclu, ‘ to lie down.’

tU; plural of ri'ii, ‘shepherd/ Cf, is its ideo-

graph. See II E 2, 345 ;
203. Original form is rliu.

Cf S" 308.

nahidu is the of Amos i, 1, Le,^ ‘herdsman/ Cf also

Delitzsch’s “Lesestiicke,” page 81, hue 25, where we
have these same two words together, viz., ri^i u na-M-di,

and as a variant of hi-di is given 5=yyy hid or hid,

31. dadme^ ‘ abodes j’ from dadmu,

urm, ‘light/ Cy. the usual word for ‘night/

Cf, Delitzsch’s “Lesestiicke,” page 79, line 13, where we
read, mkndt m'dH, ‘ the spheres of night.’

32. ipMt; construct state of epiHufwoxk;'* from the verb episu,

‘to do/

{khunimma = ihhuni -f ma ; ikhuni = 3rd plur. masc. imper-

fect I^al, from hahu, ‘to tell/ a verb tertice infirmw; ni is

here the 1st person sing, suffix. In the text K 3283,

line 3, which I copied in the British Museum, we read,

hal'd and not hild. In lines 3 and 4 of this

text occurs the words :

—

Ka-hxi-ii u la ^c,

&a-su-d u la a-pa-lu(m),

metih

;

construct state of mkehi, ‘march, course, expe-

dition,’ from eteku, ‘ to advance/ Cf,

girna; from girru, ‘ campaign, expedition.’ -j- ia^ 1st person

suffix. Girru is synonym of harmoiii, ‘ a way.’

34-37. hinndti^ ‘families/ plural of Idnnu^ ‘nest, family.’

Hebrew |p. The root is pp.
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iiparnr; ivom pardru, ‘to break to pieces.’ Imperfect Piel,

1st person singular. Cf, Hebrew

nisi

;

plural of mm, ‘ the people.’ See 246, where

is ic?eograph for ni'-m. With the plural nisi agrees the

participle asihutu, from asdbu, ‘to dwell.’

um^

;

plural of 4,mu, ‘ day/ is ideograph for limu (S^ 81),

and m6 is phonetic complement showing that we are to

I'ead here 4me. 81 gives •‘^y-7rm; and ‘^y has the

syllabic value u, according to 2, 10. {See Haupt,

“ Sumerische Farailien-Gesetze,” p. 21.)

xdtio = ‘ out of, What follows ultu on the tablet is not

clear.

Further Notes.

n(jmd-sunu

;

I read rigmi, the plural of rigmv, ‘word, voice/

from ragdmu, ‘to speak’ \_Cf, 317, 320, or IV R 70,

58-61], a synonym of kah4 (V5i?), ‘to command.’

Jiuo'sdni; plural of Kursu, ‘forest’ = Hebrew

iktanalaclu; root is jjjj, ‘to enclose, collect/ from a verb

haladu, the Iftaneal form imperfect 3rd plural, and for

ihtanaladu,

ivmdm, Cf> line 28 ;
corresponds to in Hebrew, and

means ‘wild beast/ Vmdm is status cstr. of umdmu.

\i,i\tahUlanni

;

from the verb tahdlu, ‘to trust,’ Piel, Imper-

fect 3rd sing. masc. with 1st singular verbal suflSx anni.

sapajh

;

from sapdTiii, ‘ to evacuate/ With this word I com-

pare the Syriac ^Rcl the Arabic efudit

;

and

then evctmavit* Here sajjaTi is in status cstr.
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